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QUANTIFYING GLACIER SENSITIVITY TO LATE GLACIAL AND HOLOCENE 
CLIMATE CHANGES IN THE SOUTHERN PERUVIAN ANDES 
 
by 
Elizabeth G. Huss 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2015 
 
Tropical glaciers are highly sensitive to small-amplitude climate changes, implying that 
paleoglacier positions are valuable proxies for reconstructing paleoclimate conditions. However, 
it is still unknown how glaciers in different regions along the Andes responded to changes in 
specific climate parameters, and in particular, to changes in the dominating influences of 
temperature and precipitation. To identify the dominant controls on tropical paleoglacier mass 
balance, a surface energy balance model (SEBM), coupled with an ice dynamics model, was 
applied to three valleys in the Cordillera Vilcabamba of southern Peru. These valleys contain 
present-day glaciers and preserve evidence for the areal extents and timing of past glacier 
fluctuations through precisely dated moraine sequences. To constrain the range of conditions that 
would have supported these paleoglaciers, climate parameters were adjusted in the SEBM to 
simulate glacier extents marked by moraine positions. Non-unique climate solutions were 
developed for Little Ice Age (LIA), Neoglacial, early Holocene, and Late Glacial positions. 





temperature and precipitation and comparing glacier length responses. Model simulations, when 
placed in the context of regional climate proxy studies, suggest relatively large temperature 
depressions (at least 3.7°C for the Late Glacial, 2.8°C for the early Holocene and Neoglacial, and 
1.6°C for the LIA) combined with moderately enhanced precipitation (no greater that ~3.4 times 
modern values) are most likely to have supported paleoglaciers. Modeling results also indicate 
that tropical glacier sensitivity to changes in precipitation greatly increases at lower 
temperatures, but that glacier sensitivity to temperature remains high irrespective of precipitation 
amount. This in turn implies the dominant controls on glacier mass balance have varied from the 
Late Glacial to the present as temperatures have fluctuated. This pattern further suggests modern 
glaciers in the Cordillera Vilcabamba are relatively insensitive to precipitation changes, and that 
future warming will play the dominant role in driving continued retreat of glaciers in this region 






1.1 Project Overview 
Present-day mountain glaciers are sensitive to small-amplitude climate changes 
(Oerlemans et al., 1998; Oerlemans, 2005), as evidenced by rapid modern ice retreat in response 
to global warming. The sensitivity exhibited by present-day glaciers implies that formerly 
expanded glaciers were similarly sensitive to past climate changes, thus making paleoglaciers 
useful proxies for reconstructing paleoclimate conditions. In order to infer paleoclimate from 
past glacier fluctuations, glacier responses to climate shifts must be well understood (Mackintosh 
et al., 2002; Anderson and Mackintosh, 2006). Records of past glaciations in the tropics have 
received considerable attention because climatic variability in this region may be linked to 
changes in one or both hemispheres, and therefore may be diagnostic of climate drivers on 
interhemispheric or global scales (Rodbell et al., 2009). However, it remains unclear which 
climate components are the dominant controls on tropical glacier mass balance at regional scales.  
Numerical modeling can be used to resolve these issues by assessing glacier responses to 
prescribed climate perturbations, thus separating the influence of various climate controls on 
glacier mass balance. Improved constraints on the sensitivity of glaciers to specific climate 
factors are needed to more confidently reconstruct paleoclimate conditions, as previous modeling 
work has not yet determined which climate parameters dominantly influence tropical glacier 
mass balance (e.g. Hastenrath and Ames, 1995; Klein et al., 1999; Kaser, 2001). Although both 
equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) reconstructions (e.g., Benn et al., 2005; Ramage et al., 2005; 
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Smith et al., 2005; Leonard, 2007; Taggart, 2009) and numerical modeling approaches (e.g., 
Plummer and Phillips, 2003; Kessler et al., 2006; Laabs et al., 2006) can be used to constrain 
plausible ranges of climate conditions during past glacial intervals, their implementation 
generally results in non-unique solutions for isolating past temperature or precipitation (e.g., 
Laabs et al., 2006). For this reason, a major goal of the modeling exercises in this work is to 
quantify the sensitivity of glaciers to individual climate factors at various times during the late 
Pleistocene and Holocene. 
To explore tropical glacier sensitivity, I implement a glacier surface energy balance 
model (SEBM) developed by Anslow et al. (2008) to valleys in the Cordillera Vilcabamba, a 
glaciated range in the tropical Andes of southern Peru. This research constitutes the first 
application of glacier energy-mass balance modeling in the Vilcabamba region. The specific 
objectives of the study are to: (1) identify which climate parameters are the dominant controls on 
modern glacier mass balance in this part of the tropics, (2) determine the range of climate 
conditions that would have supported past ice extents in the Cordillera Vilcabamba, and (3) 
assess the relative sensitivity of Vilcabamba paleoglaciers to changes in temperature and 
precipitation from the Late Glacial through the Holocene. This suite of numerical modeling 
exercises elucidates the influence of different climate components on tropical glacier mass 
balance, and provides valuable insight for predictions of glacier responses to future climate 
change. 
 
1.2 Study Area 
The Cordillera Vilcabamba (13°20’S, 72°32’W; fig. 01) is composed of two distinct 
lithologies: a granitic pluton and packages of metasedimentary units (Marocco, 1978; Vilimek, et 
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al., 2006). Sedimentary rocks were deposited in the Late Paleozoic, prior to the formation of the 
Andes (Marocco, 1978). The granitic pluton, known as the Vilcabamba batholith, intruded into 
the sedimentary rocks, metamorphosing them during the early Mesozoic (Marocco, 1978; 
Vilimek et al., 2006). The Vilcabamba batholith is composed predominantly of granite, 
granodiorite, and tonalite, but also contains quartz monzonite and andesite dikes (Vilimek et al., 
2006). The rocks are folded into anticlines and synclines, and contain fault systems that trend 
NE-SW, N-S, and NW-SE, reflecting the direction and magnitude of compressional forces that 
affect the entire Andean range (Vilimek et al., 2006). The region is prone to slope failures, such 
as landslides and rock falls, due to the high density of faults and fractures, along with the 
prevalence of steep slopes (Vilimek et al., 2006). The high potential for mass movements is 
relevant to past glacier behavior because slope failures can introduce debris onto glacier surfaces, 
as evidenced by extensive debris cover on present-day glaciers, which in turn may influence 
glacier mass balance, ice extent, and moraine positions in the Vilcabamba valleys. 
 The Peruvian Andes contain 70% of the world’s tropical glaciers (Kaser and Osmaston, 
2002), and the Cordillera Vilcabamba is the fourth most glaciated mountain range in Peru, 
containing approximately 173 km
2
 of ice (Arnao and Hastenrath, 1998). Recent studies have 
established a detailed glacial chronology in the Cordillera Vilcabamba through the application of 
10
Be surface exposure dating (Licciardi et al., 2014), making this region an ideal study area for 
numerical modeling of past glaciers. Three valleys in the Cordillera Vilcabamba, Yanama, Rio 
Blanco, and Tucarhuay, were selected for this study because of the presence of well-preserved 
and well-dated moraine sequences indicating multiple previous steady-state ice extents (fig. 02). 
The study targets five time periods to explore the range of climate conditions that could have 




Figure 01. Map of Peru showing the Cordillera Vilcabamba and other locations mentioned in the 




Figure 02. Magnified digital elevation map of the Cordillera Vilcabamba (location shown in 





Glacial. All three valleys contain modern glaciers and LIA moraines. Tucarhuay is the only 
valley in the Vilcabamba with a dated Neoglacial position. Yanama and Rio Blanco both contain 
Early Holocene moraines. A dated Late Glacial moraine has been identified only in the Yanama 
valley.  
 
1.3 Climate Setting 
Seasonal precipitation in southern Peru is modulated by shifts in the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ), whereas the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) influences 
interannual variability. The ITCZ is formed where the northeast and southeast trade winds 
converge over the ocean near the equator (fig. 03).  In the southern tropics, the ITCZ shifts 
seasonally over the Atlantic Ocean, modulating convective and monsoonal circulation over the 
continent and drastically changing precipitation over land throughout the year (Carvalho et al., 
2002; Liebmann and Mechoso, 2011). The convective zone flows southeast across the Amazon 
Basin, forming clouds and leading to heavy precipitation (Liebmann et al., 1999). The southward 
shift of these clouds in the austral summer months results in a well-defined wet season in the 
southern tropics from December through February associated with the South American summer 
monsoon (SASM) (Horel et al., 1989; Carvalho et al., 2002).  The dry season in southern Peru 
occurs when the ITCZ shifts northward, taking with it the moisture-rich air masses (Horel et al., 
1989; Carvalho et al., 2002). While the ITCZ can be displaced, the position of the SASM is 
dominantly controlled by the topography of the continent, and therefore the overall annual 
SASM domain does not change, and spatial distribution of precipitation remains the same (Vuille 
et al., 2012). Precipitation rarely comes from the west because moisture from the Pacific 
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becomes trapped below a persistent low-level inversion layer and a coastal escarpment, and 
because large-scale cyclonic systems are rare (Vuille and Keimig, 2004). 
While the ITCZ regulates seasonal precipitation, interannual variability in southern Peru 
is influenced by ENSO. Anomalously warm sea surface temperatures in the eastern tropical 
Pacific Ocean (El Niño events) typically result in increased precipitation along the coast of Peru, 
whereas cooler sea surface temperatures (La Niña events) generally result in drier conditions 
along the coast. The effect of ENSO at higher elevations in the Andes, however, is not as 
straightforward. For example, Vuille and Keimig (2004) demonstrated that the northern and 
southern central Andes are frequently out of phase and identified three distinct regions with 
diverse annual precipitation anomalies in the central Andes. While Vuille and Keimig (2004) 
focused on the Altiplano region (located between 15° and 30°S), complex spatial variation in 
precipitation persists in other parts of the Andes as well. The overall pattern of moisture delivery 
results in a pronounced precipitation gradient from east to west in the central Andes, with the 
eastern ranges receiving as much as an order of magnitude more precipitation annually than the 
western ranges (Vuille and Keimig, 2004). To quantify the impact of ENSO on precipitation in 
Cusco, Perry et al. (2014) analyzed storm patterns in the area, and found that Cusco experienced 
slightly less precipitation during the 2007-2008 La Niña year, while the 2009-2010 El Niño year 
brought higher than average precipitation. Through storm trajectory tracking, they also found the 
vast majority (>80%) of heavy precipitation events in the region come from the east, but that 
during the El Niño year, more storms originated from the north and northwest. Perry et al. (2014) 
postulated that local topography provides a pathway for moisture to be transported from the 
Amazon Basin into Cusco and the surrounding region from the east, northeast, and northwest. 
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However, these documented patterns may not be representative of all El Niño and La Niña 
events, because Perry et al. (2014) examined only one event of each type in their study.  
To further investigate the relationship between ENSO and Cusco climate, the Bivariate 
ENSO Time Series (BEST) was compared to a meteorological record compiled by Seimon 
(2012) from the National University of Saint Anthony the Abbot in Cusco, or UNSAAC 
(13.5193°S, 71.9588°W, 3365 masl) that contains daily data for maximum, average, and 
minimum temperatures, precipitation, and relative humidity from 1963 to 2004. Although there 
was no significant correlation between BEST and Cusco precipitation on either a monthly or 
seasonal basis, there was a significant correlation between BEST and Cusco for Southern 
Hemisphere summer temperatures (table 01). While ENSO does not significantly impact 
precipitation in Cusco, the correlations between summer month temperatures and monthly BEST 
indices indicate that ENSO has a direct relationship with summer temperature in the region. On a 
seasonal timescale, however, temperatures do not change drastically over the year. A mean daily 
temperature of 11.2°C is calculated from the UNSAAC record, with an average summer 
temperature of 12.0°C and an average winter temperature of 9.7°C. 
In addition to ENSO, the Humboldt Current, a cold, eastern-boundary current that flows 
northward along the coast of Chile and Peru, also influences temperature in South America 
(Kessler, 2006; Chazen et al., 2009). The cold current reduces atmospheric moisture along the 
coast and contributes to the stable eastern boundary layer from Chile north to Peru (Kessler, 
2006). While the Humboldt Current generally cools the coastal regions of Peru and Chile, it is 
weakened during El Niño years, though the precise mechanism for the dynamic link between 







Figure 03. Maps showing the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) over the northern portion of South America. The 
yellow dot marks the location of the Cordillera Vilcabamba. The ITCZ shifts seasonally, resulting in changes in 
regional precipitation patterns. Although the ITCZ is defined as a feature over oceans, it has a direct impact over land 
and therefore on tropical glaciers (Garreaud et al., 2009). 
 
 
Table 01. Correlations between the BEST index and Cusco average monthly temperatures and total monthly 
precipitation. Correlations for summer temperatures are marked in bold to show significance (p-values are shown in 
parentheses, and the significance threshold is p < 0.05). 
ENSO-CUSCO MONTHLY CORRELATIONS 





















































1.4 Glacier Mass Balance Controls 
The ITCZ, ENSO system, and temperature together create the Peruvian climate system, 
and directly impact glacier mass balance through seasonal variations of temperature and 
precipitation (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002). Accumulation predictably occurs when precipitation 
falls as snow over the glacier, and is therefore dependent on both temperature and moisture 
availability. In the outer tropics, where the Cordillera Vilcabamba is located, the majority of 
snowfall occurs during a distinct wet season (December-February). However, this wet season 
also acts as the primary ablation season because it coincides with the austral summer, when 
warmer temperatures contribute to melting (Wagnon et al., 1999, 2001, 2003). Ablation also 
dominates during these months because less energy is consumed by sublimation during the wet 
season. During the dry season, there is little energy left to melt ice after the consumption of net 
radiation and sensible heat by sublimation (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Because the latent heat 
of sublimation is much higher than it is for melt, sublimation is a strong energy sink, but is an 
inefficient ablation mechanism. Therefore, glacier mass balance is impacted by both moisture 
availability and temperature, which control how much snow a glacier receives as well as the 
mechanism used to ablate a glacier surface (Favier et al., 2004). For this reason, Licciardi et al. 
(2009) hypothesized that precipitation plays a dominant role in determining glacier mass balance 





1.5 Previous Work 
1.5.1 Established Glacial Chronologies 
Moraines in the Cordillera Vilcabamba are well preserved and contain large granitic 
boulders, and have been mapped and dated through the application of cosmogenic 
10
Be surface 
exposure dating by Licciardi et al. (2009; 2014). Moraines were mapped in the Rio Blanco, 
Yanama, and Tucarhuay valleys (fig. 04, 05). In each of these valleys, “inner” moraines appear 
as sharp-crested and relatively unweathered ridges containing subangular, glacially polished 
boulders, while “outer” moraines are more subdued and contain more rounded boulders 
(Licciardi et al., 2009). Moraine sequences record episodes of glaciation during the Late Glacial 
in Yanama valley (13,560 ± 280 yr BP), early Holocene in Yanama (10,560 ± 560 yr BP) and 
Rio Blanco (10,480 ± 300 yr BP) valleys, Neoglacial in Tucarhuay (4,420 ± 220 yr BP), and  
“Little Ice Age” (LIA) in Yanama (230 ± 30 yr BP and 300 ± 10 yr BP), Rio Blanco (230 ± 30 yr 
BP), and Tucarhuay (310 ± 70 yr BP) (fig. 04, 05; Licciardi et al., 2014). Exposure ages from 
boulders atop moraine ridges are typically interpreted to indicate moraine abandonment, and 
moraines mark the end of steady-state conditions (i.e., when the glacier has a zero net mass 
balance), making them a useful target for numerical modeling (Briner et al., 2005). The precise 
moraine ages calculated by Licciardi et al. (2009; 2014) indicate the occurrence of prominent 
glacial events, and changes in climate associated with them. 
Radiocarbon ages of bog sediments independently provide limiting ages of enclosing 
moraines, increasing the reliability of the chronology in the Vilcabamba (Schweinsberg, 2013). 
The bog cores also provide continuous records of glacial sediment production and other climate 
proxies that complement information on past glacier volumes and extents recorded by the 
moraine sequences. By combining the bog sediment and moraine records, an array of 
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paleoclimate proxy data can be developed to identify regional glacial patterns and controls on 
climate during the Holocene (Schweinsberg, 2013). The clastic sediment flux record from bogs 
is closely correlated with the 
10
Be moraine chronology in the Vilcabamba, and indicates changes 
in the extent of local glaciers are the primary control on clastic sedimentation. Continuous 
sediment records also reveal glacier advances from ~4.0-1.0 ka that are not preserved in the 
moraine chronology (Schweinsberg, 2013). 
 
 
Figure 04. Ages of moraines in Yanama valley (Licciardi et al., 2014). Solid red lines mark dated 
LIA moraines, while dashed red lines mark moraines interpreted to have formed coevally with 
the dated LIA moraines. Bogs dated by Schweinsberg (2013) are marked in green (image 




Figure 05. Map of moraine ages from Tucarhuay and Rio Blanco valleys (Licciardi et al., 2014). 
Dashed red lines mark moraines that are interpreted as contemporaneous with dated LIA 
moraines. The Neoglacial moraines in Tucarhuay valley are lateral moraines, and therefore the 
precise extent of the stable Neoglacial ice can only be estimated (image modified from Google 
Earth). 
 
1.5.2 ELA Reconstructions 
The ELA is the altitude on a glacier where the net annual accumulation (input) is equal to 
the net annual ablation (output). When all other climate influences remain constant, an increase 
in temperature or a decrease in precipitation causes the ELA of a glacier to rise, resulting in 
retreat. ELA reconstructions have been applied to several regions in the Andes (Sagredo et al., 
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2014), including Ecuador (e.g., Porter, 2001), Bolivia (e.g., Seltzer, 1992; Klein et al., 1999; 
Smith et al., 2005), Chile (e.g., Klein et al., 1999), and Peru (e.g., Rodbell et al., 1992; Klein et 
al., 1999, Porter, 2001; Mark et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2005). During the Local Last Glacial 
Maximum (LLGM), ELA reconstructions in the central Andes indicate temperatures that range 
from -2°C to -6°C relative to modern values in Peru (Rodbell et al., 1992; Smith et al., 2005) and 
temperatures of -5°C to -9°C relative to modern values for snowlines in both Peru and Bolivia 
(Klein et al. 1999). The ELA reconstructions from these studies consistently indicate a much 
greater temperature depression over the Andes than the small cooling (-1.2 ± 1.1°C) indicated by 
Multiproxy Approach for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean surface (MARGO, 2009) sea-
surface temperature (SST) reconstructions for the tropical Pacific, and the ~3°C cooler SSTs 
reconstructed 80 km off the coast of Lima (Rein et al., 2005) during the LGM (Rodbell et al., 
1992; Klein et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2005). Taggart (2009) reconstructed past ELAs of glaciers 
in the Cordillera Vilcabamba and compared them to ELAs for modern glaciers. Using regional 
lapse rates to estimate temperature depressions required to support past ice extents, Taggart 
(2009) found the differences correspond to temperatures that were 1.1°-1.3°C cooler during the 
LIA. The ELA methodology (e.g., Osmaston, 1975, Seltzer, 1992; Klein et al., 1999) provides 
first-order constraints on paleoclimate conditions in the Vilcabamba, but this approach cannot be 
used to distinguish between temperature and precipitation controls. 
 
1.5.3 Applications of Numerical Modeling in the Tropics 
Although this study is the first application of a surface energy balance model (SEBM) in 
the Vilcabamba, numerical models have been used in other regions of the tropics. For example, 
Kull et al. (2008) used a glacier-climate model to determine a temperature depression of 6.4°C 
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(+1.5°C/-1.3°C) during the LLGM in the central Andes of Bolivia (17°15′S, 66°15′W). The Kull 
et al. (2008) study iteratively adjusted temperature and cloudiness values to reach agreement 
between simulated and observed modern annual and seasonal mass balance values, a 
methodology we adapted to model modern Vilcabamba glaciers. Klein et al. (1999) used a model 
developed by Kaser (1995) that creates mass balance profiles of glaciers and determines the 
response of an ELA to climate change by assessing the response of two mass balance profiles, 
one unperturbed and the other with a climatic perturbation. The model output was compared to 
snowline depressions calculated from ELA reconstructions in the Peruvian and Bolivian Andes, 
and indicated the snowline depression during the LLGM was best explained by a cooling of 5°C-
9°C (Klein et al., 1999).  
A study on Bolivian glaciers by Jomelli et al. (2011) focused on the LIA and 
implemented a positive degree-day model (PDD) developed by Blard et al. (2011), which relies 
on the empirical relationship between ablation and the sum of positive air temperatures to 
compute melting due to energy flux at a glacier’s surface. Jomelli et al. (2011) determined the 
Cordillera Real of Bolivia was 3.3°C ± 0.8°C cooler 11,000 years ago, and 2.1°C ± 0.8°C cooler 
until the end of the LIA.  
Using a model that relies on vertical profiles of specific mass balance to estimate past 
climate conditions, Kaser (2001) tested the sensitivity of glaciers in the humid inner tropics and 
the dry outer tropics to different climate factors. Vertical profiles of specific mass balance for 
glaciers were modeled considering vertical gradients of accumulation, air temperature, and 
albedo, duration of the ablation period, and the ratio between energy consumed by melt and 
sublimation. Results indicated glaciers in the inner tropics are most sensitive to air temperature, 
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while glaciers in the subtropics are most sensitive to air humidity. Kaser (2001) therefore argued 
glaciers in the outer tropics should be viewed with a combination of these two perspectives. 
 
1.6 Overview of Numerical Models Used in the Vilcabamba 
1.6.1 Energy Balance Model 
This study implements a physically based, distributed SEBM developed by Anslow et al. 
(2008). The model accounts for heat inputs and losses to a glacier surface to determine rates of 
accumulation and ablation on a regular grid representation of the ice surface through an energy 
balance equation. The model is driven by various climatological and meteorological parameters 
including precipitation, air temperature, solar radiation, incoming atmospheric longwave 
radiation, incoming global shortwave radiation, wind speed, relative humidity, and cloud cover, 
all of which are used to calculate components in the energy balance equation that governs the 
distributed SEBM: 
     
   
  
                         
The left side of the equation is an energy storage term where   is ice density,    is specific heat 
capacity of ice,    is thickness,    is surface temperature, and t is time. On the right side,      is 
the solar radiation balance,      is longwave radiation balance,    is sensible heat,    is latent 
heat,   is geothermal heat flux,   is conduction into the snowpack,  is heat contributed by rain, 
and   is energy for melting or refreezing. By assuming a glacier is at steady state, the energy 
equation is simplified in the Anslow et al. (2008) model by eliminating the left hand side of the 
equation and setting the energy inputs equal to E. The equation is further simplified by assuming 
the glacier is isothermal, which eliminates the geothermal flux (K) and simplifies the conduction 
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term (C) by pinning the surface temperature of the glacier to air temperature when it is below 
freezing, and setting it equal to the melting point when it is above freezing. Anslow et al. (2008) 
also assume the heat contributed by rain (M) to be small compared to the other energy input 
terms, and therefore do not include it. The simplified energy equation used in the Anslow et al. 
(2008) model is: 
                     
 Each of the energy input terms are impacted by climatological and meteorological 
parameters. Solar radiation (    ) is calculated by adjusting incoming radiation by albedo. 
Incoming solar radiation depends on cloud cover, surface orientation, and topographic shading. 
Albedo is affected by precipitation, along with the temperature at which precipitation falls as 
snow, because increased snow results in a higher reflectivity of the glacier surface. Increasing 
albedo results in decreased net solar radiation. Net longwave radiation (    ) is impacted by air 
temperature, humidity, and topography. The turbulent heat fluxes (   and   ) are dependent on 
several climatological and meteorological variables: wind speed, vapor and air pressure, 
temperature, and surface roughness lengths. Sensible heat depends on the temperature difference 
between air and ice, and increases in response to an increase in surface temperature. As surface 
roughness lengths and wind speed increase, the sensible heat flux is strengthened. The latent heat 
flux is high when water vapor in the air is greater than the saturation pressure of the surface, 
causing water vapor to condense on the surface of the glacier and thereby infusing energy into 
the glacier surface. The combined effect of these components controls energy for freezing or 




1.6.2 Ice Dynamics Model 
The energy balance calculation previously described (Anslow et al., 2008) is used to 
calculate accumulation and ablation over a glacier for a given set of climatic conditions. In the 
modeling protocols, the output mass balance calculated through the energy balance equation is 
then used as input for an ice dynamics model developed by Jarosch et al. (2013). In the 
accumulation area of a glacier where net annual snow accumulation rate is positive, snow and ice 
will thicken to enable deformation and downslope flow. Below the accumulation area, the net 
balance of snow and ice is negative, and this lower portion becomes the ablation area of a glacier 
when ice flows into it. The ice dynamics model developed by Jarosch et al. (2013) was used to 
predict the glacier that would exist under the given climatic conditions prescribed in the SEBM, 
and to visualize the extent of that glacier. This flow model is based on the glacier flow modeling 
methods developed by Mahaffy (1976). It is similar to the dynamics model implemented in a 
glacier numerical study by Plummer and Phillips (2003), which was developed based on models 
and equations described by Fastook and Chapman (1989) and Pfeffer et al. (1997). The Jarosch 
et al. (2013) dynamics model built on the foundation of these previous studies, and developed a 
vertically integrated, shallow ice model that uses a second-order flux-limiting spatial 
discretization scheme to conserve mass, a common problem for many other ice flow models 
when thin ice was draped over steep bedrock topography (e.g., Hindmarsh and Payne, 1996; 
Huybrechts and Payne, 1996). 
The Jarosch et al. (2013) model accounts for ice flow only through plane strain, defined 
as deformation that occurs only along the horizontal plane, which is an acceptable approach 
when modeling ice extent at steady state (Plummer and Phillips, 2003). Ice extent at steady state 
is dependent on surface mass balance and ice stiffness. Ice thickness in the dynamics model is 
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assumed to be the primary control on how a glacier interacts with topography. The flow model 
relates the change in the ice surface to annual mass balance and to changes in ice fluxes, which 
are dependent on ice thickness and ice velocity due to sliding and deformation. Therefore, glacier 
mass balance, along with ice thickness, stiffness, and velocity, control the movement of ice from 






2.1 Modeling Strategy Overview 
To evaluate the relative influences of temperature and precipitation on glacier mass 
balance in the Vilcabamba, I employed the Anslow et al. (2008) SEBM coupled with the Jarosch 
et al. (2013) dynamics model. In the standard modeling protocol followed here, the output mass 
balance of a glacier from the SEBM was fed into the dynamics model, which then used the 
glacier mass balance to determine the extent of the glacier (fig. 06). Before the SEBM model 
could be run, input files needed to be developed, most notably a meteorological forcing file and a 
digital elevation map (DEM) to drive the SEBM. Next, the various parameters that control the 
SEBM calculations were optimized so the modeled outputs reached agreement with field 
observations. This “tuning” of the model was checked in two ways. First, the modeled 
atmospheric energy outputs were compared to measured atmospheric energy fluxes from Zongo 
glacier, located in Bolivia (16°15′S, 68°10′W; Sicart et al., 2011). Second, the output from the 
dynamics model was compared to satellite imagery to confirm that simulated ice extent mirrored 
modern glaciers. Once the SEBM was tuned to modern Vilcabamba glaciers, temperature and 
precipitation values were changed while the remaining variables were held constant at their 
optimized settings to drive the SEBM and dynamics model to replicate paleoglacier ice extents. 
Because two parameters were adjusted to achieve mapped paleoglacier positions, the 
perturbations yielded non-unique climate solutions. Once these solutions were obtained, 
temperature and precipitation were independently adjusted to assess the glacier length sensitivity 
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to these variables. This process allowed me to evaluate the sensitivity of Vilcabamba glaciers 
during different periods in the late Pleistocene and Holocene to temperature and precipitation, as 




Figure 06. Flowchart of the modeling approach applied to Vilcabamba glaciers. Blue diamonds 
represent the final stage of each modeling step required in order to proceed on to the next step. 
Tuning was first applied to the modern Yanama glacier and the optimized parameters were 
subsequently checked with Rio Blanco and Tucarhuay glaciers. LIA, Neoglacial, Early 
Holocene, and Late Glacial positions were tested for climate solutions in all three valleys, and 





2.2 Development of the Meteorological Forcing File 
2.2.1 Overview of Regional Meteorological Data 
The SEBM requires meteorological input that characterizes the study site in order to 
model glacier mass balance. Meteorological data are available from stations throughout Peru 
from the national meteorology and hydrology service, Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia e 
Hydrologia (SENAMHI). SENAMHI stations record mean, maximum, and minimum daily 
temperatures, daily precipitation, dry and wet bulb temperatures, and wind speed and direction. 
Although they contain all of the climate parameters required by the Anslow et al. (2008) SEBM, 
the records from SENAMHI stations near the Vilcabamba valleys are discontinuous and not long 
enough to drive the model.  I therefore developed a meteorological forcing file based primarily 
on meteorological station data from the nearby UNSAAC in Cusco, Peru (13.5193°S, 
71.9588°W, 3365 masl; see fig. 01).  Daily values for average, maximum, and minimum 
temperatures, median relative humidity, and total precipitation at the UNSAAC station are 
available from January 1, 1963 to December 31, 2004 with only three days of missing data, 
which were filled in based on monthly averages and sums (Anton Seimon, personal 
communication).  
 
2.2.2 Bias Correction of UNSAAC Record 
 Through close examination of the Cusco meteorological data, it was noted that the 
recorded maximum temperatures in 1988 are anomalous relative to the rest of the time series. 
Three observations suggest the maximum temperature values in 1988 are too high (Anton 
Seimon, personal communication). First, daily maximum temperatures rose to 28.0°C on 
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September 13, 1988, a peak not seen in any other year (fig. 07). Second, the maximum 
temperature values from UNSAAC in 1988 do not track data from another meteorological station 
10 km down-valley at Granja Kcayra. Third, UNSAAC maximum temperatures typically 
correlate strongly with ENSO, and a strong cold La Niña began in 1988, making the high 
temperatures depart drastically from expected behavior. To correct the anomalously high 
maximum temperatures for 1988, the UNSAAC record was compared to Modern-Era 
Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis products, available 
through NASA, which were then used to guide the correction of the Cusco record. After 
determining the typical relationship between MERRA reanalysis products and Cusco maximum 
temperatures (Appendix A), 154 maximum temperatures were corrected in the Cusco record out 
of 15,341 total entries, and the corrected record was used to drive the SEBM. 
 
Figure 07. Maximum air temperatures recorded at UNSAAC from January 1, 1978 to December 
31, 1998. In 1988, maximum air temperatures reach levels not seen in any other year in the 
record from 1963-2004 (Seimon, 2012). 
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2.2.3 Extrapolation of UNSAAC Data to Vilcabamba Glaciers 
 The UNSAAC station is 3365 meters above mean sea level, while the glacier toe 
elevations in the study area range from ~4200 meters to ~4600 meters. The elevation difference 
and lateral gradients required extrapolation of the UNSAAC station data to better represent the 
climate at the Vilcabamba glacier locations. To characterize the difference in temperature 
associated with the elevation difference between Cusco and the glaciers, temperature data were 
compiled from regional meteorological stations available through SENAMHI. Average annual 
temperatures from UNSAAC were compared to SENAMHI station temperatures, and the 
difference in temperature and elevation was used to calculate an annual lapse rate. Vilcabamba 
(13°7’S, 73°1’W, 4000 masl) and Zurite (13°28’S, 72°16’W, 3506 masl) are two stations located 
at higher elevations than Cusco in the general vicinity of the Vilcabamba glaciers with 
temperature records that overlap the record from UNSAAC. Running 30-day means of average 
daily temperatures were plotted for the intervals of overlap between the two stations and 
UNSAAC, to ensure that the overall seasonal cycle present in the UNSAAC data was also 
present in the SENAMHI station data (fig. 08). Average annual temperatures were calculated for 
UNSAAC, Vilcabamba, and Zurite. These average annual temperatures were then used to 
calculate rough estimates of the temperature lapse rate between Cusco and the two SENAMHI 
stations (table 02).  
Zurite yielded a temperature lapse rate of -9.5°C/km, close to the dry adiabatic lapse rate, 
while the Vilcabamba calculations resulted in a lapse rate of -5.7°C/km, close to the wet 
adiabatic lapse rate. Ultimately, the lapse rate determined using the Vilcabamba station was used 
to scale the temperature from Cusco to the glacier elevations. This choice was made for two 
reasons. First, because Zurite is only 141 m higher than UNSAAC, the lapse rate calculated 
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between the two stations may not capture the regional lapse rate as well as the one calculated 
between Vilcabamba and UNSAAC, which have an elevation difference of 635 m. Second, the 
lapse rate calculated from Vilcabamba was closer to those determined from radiosonde data. 
Values from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) measured at 4500 
m by radiosonde 84628, which originated in Lima, Peru, yielded an average annual lapse rate of 
-5.8°C/km, very similar to the one calculated from the Vilcabamba station data (Integrated 
Global Radiosonde Archive; data available from http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). The lapse rate 
developed through the surface station data was used rather than the one from radiosonde data 




Table 02. Temperature lapse rates calculated between Zurite – Cusco and Vilcabamba – Cusco. 
Average lapse rates were calculated from the mean of annual lapse rates. The average lapse rate 













1965 11.9   8.1 -0.00600 
1966 12.8   8.4 -0.00700 
1967 12.1   8.3 -0.00592 
1968 11.6   9.1 -0.00396 
VILCABAMBA AVERAGE -0.0057 
1979 12.4 11.0   -0.00987 
1980 12.4 11.3   -0.00815 
1981 12.1 10.8   -0.00925 
1982 12.4 10.8   -0.0109 







Figure 08. Running 30-days means of average temperatures for Zurite (A) and Vilcabamba (B) 
recording stations for periods of overlap with the UNSAAC record in Cusco. The time series 
indicate that overall the same seasonal cycle occurs at all three stations.  
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In addition to scaling temperature, I also examined how precipitation differs between 
Cusco and the Vilcabamba glaciers. A vertical precipitation gradient is difficult to justify 
because precipitation does not change linearly with elevation in this region (Vuille et al., 2003b). 
For example, when total annual precipitation from SENAMHI station data was used to calculate 
a linear lapse rate in much the same way temperature lapse rate was calculated, it yielded an 
implausible lapse rate, resulting in glaciers receiving >5 m of precipitation annually. The 
precipitation values recorded at UNSAAC were therefore scaled to the glacier locations using an 
alternative approach that applied a precipitation enhancement factor, which was used to increase 
daily precipitation values uniformly across the glacier. This factor was determined using the 
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite product, which measures the temporal 
and spatial variability of precipitation between 35°N and 35°S (http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/). 
Precipitation increases from Cusco to the Vilcabamba glaciers by a factor of 1.74 (fig. 09). 
Because this precipitation factor was determined through TRMM satellite data, the decision was 
made to use the factor of 1.74, rather than optimizing a precipitation factor through mass balance 
experiments. The base precipitation factor, in combination with other tuned parameters, was able 
to reproduce modern glacier ice extent in the Vilcabamba. 
 A similar challenge was faced when trying to scale the humidity recorded at UNSAAC to 
the elevation of the Vilcabamba glaciers. After comparing the mixing ratios between different 
SENAMHI stations at different elevations, an appropriate humidity lapse rate could not be 
identified. Therefore, the meteorological forcing file took the relative humidity values directly 
from the UNSAAC record, which generally reflects the expected humidity in the tropical Andes 
(Mathias Vuille, personal communication) and resulted in realistic cloud patterns over the 
glaciers. Cloud patterns were checked during the SEBM tuning exercises to confirm that when 
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clouds were present in the study areas, they generally did not occupy the base of the valley 
without also appearing along cirque headwalls. Because humidity could not be scaled, and the 
SEBM simulated expected cloud behavior in the study valleys, it was deemed appropriate to use 
the relative humidity values directly from the UNSAAC record to drive the SEBM. 
 
 
Figure 09. Annual precipitation map of South America from Tropical Rainfall Measuring 
Mission satellite data, used to determine the difference in precipitation between Cusco and the 
study area. According to the annual TRMM data, precipitation increases by a factor of 1.74 from 
Cusco to the Vilcabamba glaciers. 
 
Wind speed was taken from the SENAMHI station closest to the glaciers, Soraypampa 
(13°23’41”S 72°34’25”W), which contained just over one year of data at the time the 
meteorological forcing file was being developed, and therefore values for wind speed from 2012 
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were replicated and implemented for every year of the meteorological forcing file. Wind speed 
and direction are difficult to downscale or map spatially, and so the repetition of a year of wind 
speeds recorded at a station in the Vilcabamba was used for the meteorological forcing file. 
Wind direction is not necessary to run SEBM simulations, and due to the lack of information, it 
was not used in the meteorological file. Air pressure at UNSAAC was calculated using the 
central Andean atmosphere model, and was held constant at 627.365 mbar (Farber et al., 2005). 
Finally, the meteorological forcing file calls for the recording instrument’s height above the 
ground surface, which was held constant at 2 m, although this is an approximation as the height 
of the recording station is not available (table 03).  
 
2.3 Removal of Vilcabamba Moraines 
 A digital elevation model (DEM) of the modern topography was extracted from the 
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) L1A data set 
(data available from lpdaac.usgs.gov; fig. 10). While this DEM was adequate for use in 
simulating the modern glaciers, it needed to be modified for paleoglacier simulations. The 
moraines in the Cordillera Vilcabamba are up to 150 m high and due to the bulk and height of 
the moraines, there was concern that they would re-direct the flow of glaciers in the ice dynamics 
model in a manner that the pre-glacial topography would not have done. Therefore, tools in 
ArcGIS were used to modify the DEM by clipping the moraines out from the modern valleys, 
and smoothing the topography to approximate the pre-glacial terrain for use in the paleoglacier 






Table 03. First 10 days of the meteorological forcing file. -9999 is a null value, and these inputs are not used in this application of the 





















1-Jan-63 11.2 74 -9999 5.36 -9999 0.9 -9999 -0.005711 
2-Jan-63 12.5 62 -9999 4.66 -9999 11.5 -9999 -0.005711 
3-Jan-63 10.2 76 -9999 5.29 -9999 20.2 -9999 -0.005711 
4-Jan-63 9.2 81 -9999 3.96 -9999 4.7 -9999 -0.005711 
5-Jan-63 11.6 66 -9999 4.79 -9999 0.3 -9999 -0.005711 
6-Jan-63 11.8 68 -9999 3.98 -9999 12 -9999 -0.005711 
7-Jan-63 10.6 76 -9999 4.16 -9999 4 -9999 -0.005711 
8-Jan-63 10.2 76 -9999 3.78 -9999 10.3 -9999 -0.005711 
9-Jan-63 9.4 81 -9999 5.55 -9999 15.7 -9999 -0.005711 





















1-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 1 19.2 7.3 627.365 -9999 
2-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 2 21.2 5.8 627.365 -9999 
3-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 3 18 5 627.365 -9999 
4-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 4 17.6 7.2 627.365 -9999 
5-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 5 20.3 4.9 627.365 -9999 
6-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 6 20.6 6 627.365 -9999 
7-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 7 19.8 6 627.365 -9999 
8-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 8 19.8 5.2 627.365 -9999 
9-Jan-63 -9999 -9999 2 9 17.6 6.2 627.365 -9999 




Figure 10. DEM of the modern topography in Yanama valley (A). The Little Ice Age moraine is 
featured prominently in the center of the image. DEM of the Yanama valley with LIA moraines 
removed, and the terrain smoothed over to create pre-glacial topography (B). This method was 
applied to all of the moraines in the three study valleys. Photograph of the Yanama valley in the 
Cordillera Vilcabamba (C). The LIA moraine is shown in the background, and the early 
Holocene moraine is in the foreground. The Vilcabamba moraines are up to 150 m high, and 





2.4 Modern Glacier Tuning 
2.4.1 Overview of Modern Glacier Tuning Approach 
 Before paleoglaciers and climates could be explored with the SEBM and ice dynamics 
model, model parameters were optimized such that simulated atmospheric energy fluxes and ice 
extents matched observed field values and modern glacier termini. As previously described, 
outputs from the SEBM were compared to observed values for atmospheric energy fluxes, and 
were then used to drive the dynamics model to simulate ice extent, which was then compared to 
satellite imagery to check that the tuned SEBM parameters coupled with the ice dynamics model 
could produce reasonable modern glacier outlines. 
There are no direct mass balance measurements from modern Vilcabamba glaciers, so my 
approach to model tuning relied on comparing model output to energy flux calculations and 
measurements from the Zongo glacier (16°15′S, 68°10′W, 4900 masl) in the Cordillera Real of 
Bolivia using in-situ instrumentation (Sicart et al., 2011). Zongo is the closest glacier (600 km 
southeast of the Vilcabamba) with a long-term record of mass balance measurements and also 
spans the same elevation range as the Vilcabamba glaciers, so comparing modeled outputs to 
observed energy fluxes at Zongo was therefore the best available option for tuning the SEBM to 
modern Vilcabamba glaciers. Modern glaciers in the Yanama valley were selected as the primary 
targets for the modern tuning exercises because they have simple glacier hypsometries with 
clearer modern termini than the present-day glaciers in Rio Blanco and Tucarhuay. Additionally, 
the headwalls of the Rio Blanco and Tucarhuay valleys are much steeper than in Yanama, 
making the modern glaciers there more difficult for the dynamics model to simulate. Once 




 Sicart et al. (2011) measured Zongo glacier atmospheric energy fluxes for December 
1999 and January and July 2000, including net radiation (net shortwave + net longwave) and 
summed turbulent fluxes (sensible + latent heat). Modeled energy balance outputs for Yanama in 
December 1999 and January and July 2000 were compared to the published Zongo atmospheric 
energy fluxes from the same time period (Sicart et al., 2011). Based on this approach, the 
optimum tuning of the Anslow model is achieved when the difference between the measured 
Zongo values and the modeled Yanama outputs is zero.  
 Several experiments were conducted with the goal of identifying the optimal parameters 
for Vilcabamba modern glaciers (table 04). A range of values was explored for each individual 
parameter based on observed and published numbers. The median of reported values for each 
parameter was set for the initial experiment, and the mass balance model was run to produce 
atmospheric energy flux values as outputs. Subsequent experiments were then conducted by 
changing only one parameter at a time, while holding all other parameters constant. Each 
parameter was adjusted systematically through its defined range, and the resulting atmospheric 
energy fluxes for December 1999, January 2000, and July 2000 were recorded. Once every value 
in the range had been tested, the resulting output atmospheric energy fluxes were compared to 
the observed Zongo measurements (Sicart et al., 2011). The differences between the modeled 
energy flux outputs and the observed fluxes at Zongo were plotted against each parameter, and 
the smallest difference indicated what setting would result in energy fluxes that were closest to 




Table 04. Parameters tested in the SEBM tuning, along with the range of values tested for each 
parameter. These parameters were optimized in the tuning run, and a final value was settled on 
before paleoglacier climate experiments began. 
Parameter Description Range Tested Setting 
Temperature perturbation 
Additive parameter used to 
increase/decrease daily 
temperature 
-2 to 2°C 0°C 
Precipitation 
enhancement factor 




Temperature at which 
precipitation falls as snow, rather 
than rain 
0 to 2°C 2°C 
Albedo smearing 
Influences the gradient of the 
transition from low to high albedo 




Maximum snow albedo 
The maximum amount of 




Snow albedo decay rate 
How quickly snow albedo 
decreases with the sum of 






Terrain albedo Reflectivity of surrounding terrain 0.1 to 0.3
c 
0.2 
Water vapor scale height 
The rate at which water vapor 
dries with increasing altitude 
1500 to 5000 m
a 
2750 m 
Ice roughness length 
The height above the ground wind 
impacts energy transfer in ice 
0.02 to 0.08 m
d 
0.02 m 
Snow roughness length 
The height above the ground wind 
impacts energy transfer in snow 





The fraction of energy transferred 





Anslow et al., 2008; 
b
Shea et al., 2005; 
c
Tsvetsinkaya et al., 2002; 
d
Brock et al., 2006; 
e
Hock 
and Holmgren, 2005 
 
 
2.4.2 Optimization of SEBM Parameters 
 Air temperature from the meteorological forcing file can be modified through a 
temperature perturbation setting in the parameters file of the SEBM. Temperature perturbation 
was tested using the SEBM to independently confirm that the lapse rate developed using station 
data was appropriate for the region. The temperature perturbation parameter needed to be set to a 
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value that was appropriate for both summer and winter mass balance. Temperature perturbations 
were varied for the SEBM in five experiments on Yanama glacier (table 04), and the resulting 
atmospheric energy fluxes were compared to measured energy fluxes from Zongo glacier (fig. 
11). Both winter and summer energy fluxes simulated in the Vilcabamba were closely tuned to 
measured Zongo values with no additional temperature perturbation, indicating that the average 
annual lapse rate developed through station data was appropriate, and no further perturbation was 
applied to the daily meteorological data.  
After testing a range of values for the temperature at which precipitation falls as snow 
(table 04), the resulting winter net radiation trend did not show a great sensitivity to snow 
threshold temperature, but summer net radiation outputs were both closer to the observed net 
radiation at Zongo when the snow threshold temperature was set to 2°C (fig. 12). 
 Several parameters affected albedo in the Anslow et al. (2008) energy balance model 
tuning. The albedo smearing parameter defines the gradient of the transition from low albedo 
below the ELA of the glacier to high albedo above the ELA, as first described by Oerlemans and 
Knap (1998). This parameter has a small effect on the glacier, and only influences less than 20% 
of the ice area (Anslow et al., 2008). The experimental settings for this parameter ranged from 25 
to 300 (table 04; Anslow et al., 2008) in the tuning experiments, but did not strongly influence 
the net solar radiation flux (fig. 13). After other parameters were optimized, central values were 
tested further following the same methodology of comparing modeled output from Yanama to 
observations from Zongo, and the albedo smearing parameter was set to 175. A second albedo 
parameter that was tuned using the energy balance model was maximum snow albedo (table 04; 
fig. 14). The model tuning runs indicated that in order to approach Zongo’s measured energy 




Figure 11. Graph of the difference in atmospheric energy fluxes from changes in the temperature 
perturbation setting. In this set of tuning experiments, summer energy fluxes most closely 
matched those at Zongo at a temperature perturbation of  -1°C, and winter energy fluxes matched 





Figure 12. Graph of differences in radiation due to changing the temperature at which 
precipitation falls as snow. Yanama July net radiation was not strongly influenced by change in 
snow temperature, but January and December Yanama net radiation values become closer to 





Figure 13. Comparison of net radiation due to adjustments in the albedo smearing parameter 
used in the energy balance parameters file. Radiation output was not strongly influenced, and 





Figure 14. Comparison between Yanama and Zongo for maximum snow albedo. Higher albedo 




0.9 even though the difference between Zongo and Yanama energy fluxes never reached 0, 
because this is the maximum realistic albedo for snow on a glacier (Hall and Martinec, 1985; 
Shea et al., 2005; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Experiments varying snow albedo decay rate 
settings (table 04), which defines how quickly the albedo of snow decreases with the sum of 
cumulative positive degree-days, indicated a strong trend toward a slower albedo decay rate, 
resulting in a higher albedo for July energy fluxes (fig. 15). The tuning experiments consistently 
indicated that Yanama required higher albedo to match the energy fluxes measured on the Zongo 
glacier. The range in terrain albedo settings (table 04) had a negligible impact on the energy 
balance output (fig. 16), but terrain albedo was set to 0.2 to represent the rock surfaces and dark 
soil prevalent in the field area (Tsvetsinkaya et al., 2002). 
 Water vapor scale height controls cloud formation in the SEBM. After testing different 
values (table 03), 2750 m was determined to best represent summer and winter energy fluxes 
(fig. 17). In addition to yielding results that most closely matched the Zongo glacier fluxes, the 
2750 m water vapor scale height was checked to ensure that it generated a cloud pattern expected 
in a mountainous region; during most cloudy day simulations, more clouds were at higher 
elevations towards the headwall of the glacier, and fewer clouds covered the glacier toe. 
 SEBM experiments demonstrated net radiation increased with increasing atmospheric 
radiation. Modeled Yanama net radiation output most closely matched Zongo’s measured net 
radiation with an atmospheric transmissivity of 0.7 for both winter and summer fluxes (fig. 18). 
 The final parameters that were varied in the tuning experiments were surface roughness 
lengths for snow and ice, which control how high above the ground the surface first starts to 
experience the effects of wind. Values for surface roughness lengths for ice and snow were tested 




Figure 15. Zongo and Yanama net radiation comparison for various snow albedo decay rate 
settings. All three months indicated a slower snow albedo decay rate was necessary to make 





Figure 16. Comparison between Zongo and Yanama radiation due to terrain albedo settings. 






Figure 17. Differences between Zongo and Yanama for various water vapor scale height settings. 
A value of 2750 m was selected because the modeling experiments demonstrated a middle value 





Figure 18. Change in the difference in net radiation between Zongo and Yanama glaciers based 
on atmospheric transmissivity settings. Model tuning indicated the lower level of atmospheric 





Figure 19. Ice roughness length settings and the difference in turbulent heat flux between Zongo 
and Yanama for each tested value. A smoother ice surfaces caused more similar turbulent heat 





Figure 20. Differences in turbulent heat fluxes calculated by varying roughness lengths for snow. 
December and January heat fluxes were not impacted by snow roughness lengths. July turbulent 
heat fluxes were more similar to Zongo fluxes with smoother snow surfaces, and therefore snow 





et al., 2006). The modeled output indicated smoother ice surfaces were required for similar 
turbulent heat fluxes (sensible and latent heat) to Zongo (fig. 19). The difference between Zongo 
and Yanama summer turbulent heat fluxes remained constant with varying snow roughness 
lengths, but July turbulent heat flux modeled output was more similar to observed Zongo values 
for smoother snow surfaces (fig. 20).  
 
2.4.3 Coupling the Tuned SEBM with the Ice Dynamics Model 
 Once the various parameters were optimized, the SEBM was applied to the entire 
Yanama valley, using the 1963-2004 corrected meteorological record and the tuned parameters 
to drive the model. Using the entire Yanama valley as the modeling domain provided necessary 
boundary conditions for the otherwise unconstrained dynamics model. First, the energy balance 
model was run to steady state using an average mass balance output generated from the first 
decade (1963-1973) of the meteorological record. Because of the known 0.10-0.11°C per decade 
warming of the tropical Andes (Vuille and Bradley, 2000), only this first decade of 
meteorological data was used to produce the average mass balance grid. From 1963 to 1973, 
BEST shows two periods of warmer sea surface temperatures (SST) from El Nino conditions, 
and two periods of cooler SSTs from La Nina conditions (Smith and Sardeshmukh, 2000; data 
available from http://gcmd.nasa.gov/). Therefore, the first eleven years were used in order to 
average out the inter-annual climate variability due to ENSO.  
Modern glaciers in the Vilcabamba are not in steady state, and therefore it is 
inappropriate to use the dynamics model to produce a steady state glacier for modern ice extents, 
and ice was instead simulated by applying the steady state output as a base, and then using 
modern climate to model how the glacier changes over time. After the ice had achieved steady 
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state using the 1963-1973 data, which took ~300 model years, the steady-state ice extent was 
then used as the initial condition for a transient ice dynamics simulation. Rather than using the 
same mass balance grid for each simulated year, the transient simulation was run over a period of 
time defined by the span of meteorological data (from 1963 until 2004, the last year of the 
meteorological record), calling on the mass balance grids from each year to produce an ice extent 
for a given year, which was then used as the base ice extent for the next year in the simulation. 
After the 2004 ice extent was generated, the glacier was compared to satellite imagery in Google 
Earth to ensure the tuned parameters yielded a reasonable ice extent. The simulated ice extent 
captured the overall area covered in ice (fig. 21). There is no more than a 40 m difference along 
the toe of the central glacier between the steady state ice extent used as the initial condition for 
modern glacier transient simulations and the final ice extent generated by the transient model 
run. 
Once the modern ice extent was simulated in Yanama valley, steady-state and transient 
simulations were run for Rio Blanco and Tucarhuay valleys following the same methodology as 
described above. This was done to verify that the parameters tuned for Yanama valley were also 
appropriate for other valleys in the Vilcabamba. Simulated ice margins closely matched the 
observed ice extents in the Rio Blanco valley (fig. 22). Although satellite imagery shows ice 
beyond the simulated ice extents in some areas, field observations indicate this ice is not 
dynamically connected to the modern glacier but rather represents an ice mass that is 
reconstituted from icefall, which originated from the main glacier and then fell down the steep 
slope. In Tucarhuay, the simulated ice extent also closely matched the observed ice margin in the 
main valley (fig. 23), although it is difficult to determine from the satellite imagery precisely 
where the active modern glacier terminus transitions to dead ice owing to extensive debris cover. 
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Simulated ice in the western and southern sides of the valley is larger than observed ice extents, 
just as in Yanama. Despite some discrepancies, I conclude that coupled SEBM-dynamics 
simulations driven with a combination of the tuned parameters and scaled climate forcing are 
capable of producing modern ice extents in the Vilcabamba valleys, thus demonstrating the skill 




Figure 21. Oblique view of an image of Yanama valley looking north, with simulated modern ice 
outline shown in yellow. Simulated ice extends farther than the modern ice margin along the 
western side of the valley, and is shorter on the eastern side of the valley, but the overall simulate 
extent captures modern glacier area fairly well. The ice in the left foreground if the image was 





Figure 22. Oblique view of the Rio Blanco valley looking north. Simulated modern ice is shown 
in yellow. The tuned parameters in the SEBM are able to capture the modern ice extent, 





Figure 23. Oblique view of Tucarhuay valley facing northwest. Simulated modern ice is shown 
in yellow. As with Yanama and Rio Blanco, the tuned SEBM and the dynamics model produce 




2.5 Paleoglacier Simulations 
 Once the model was tuned to modern climate and produced realistic ice extents in the 
three valleys, experiments were next conducted to simulate past glacial positions. Starting with 
the LIA position in Yanama valley, temperature and precipitation were adjusted in the 
parameters file while the other parameters were held steady at their tuned values as optimized for 
modern glaciers. Temperature and precipitation were the only parameters varied in the 
paleoglacier simulations because they are the two major controls on tropical glacier mass balance 
(Kaser and Osmaston, 2002) and are known to have varied significantly in the past (Thompson et 
al., 1986; Porter, 2001; van Breukelen et al., 2008; Kanner et al., 2013). 
Orbital parameters were not adjusted from modern values for paleoglacier simulations 
because they were found to have a negligible impact on glacier extent. As a first order evaluation 
of the impact past orbital configurations would have had on simulated paleoglaciers, daily 
insolation factors were calculated by determining the difference in solar radiation between 
modern and past values from the insolation curve developed by Berger and Loutre (1991). These 
daily factors were used as inputs to adjust insolation forcing in the paleoglacier energy balance 
calculations, and the resulting simulated glacier lengths were compared to ice extents produced 
by paleoglacier simulations forced with modern insolation. For the Late Glacial position, 
incorporating insolation differences caused glacier length to change by only ~1.2% for a given 
combination of temperature and precipitation settings. For the early Holocene and Neoglacial 
simulations, glacier length changed by less than 0.5%. For all positions, the inclusion of 
insolation differences in energy balance calculations resulted in ice extents that were within the 
spatial variation of the solutions that were developed with modern insolation. 
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In the first step of the paleoglacier experiments, the SEBM was run and the first decade 
(1963-1973) of mass balance outputs was averaged to create one mass balance grid to remain 
consistent with the modern glacier tuning methodology. Next, the average mass balance 
perturbed for paleo-conditions was used to drive the ice dynamics model to steady state. It was 
appropriate to use this mode to simulate paleoglaciers because the bulk and height of moraines in 
the Vilcabamba are interpreted to represent a time when glaciers were in steady state. The 
resulting ice outline was processed in the geographic information system (GIS) program 
Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS), and subsequently imported into 
Google Earth to visually check that the modeled ice extent matched the Yanama LIA moraines, 
after which the temperature and precipitation settings were considered to be a potential solution 
for a climate that could have supported ice during the LIA. If the ice extent did not match the 
moraine position, the temperature perturbation and precipitation factor settings were adjusted, 
and the energy balance model was re-run, followed by the ice dynamics model. Experiments 
continued in this manner until a suite of solutions was identified, which was subsequently used to 
determine an empirical relationship describing the combinations of temperature and precipitation 
values that stabilized ice at the LIA moraine. This approach has been used by other studies (e.g., 
Kull and Grosjean, 2000; Laabs et al., 2006; Wager, 2009) to identify plausible temperatures and 
corresponding precipitation values that would have supported past ice extents. This trial-and-
error methodology was followed for the early Holocene and Late Glacial positions in Yanama 
valley, as well as the LIA, Neoglacial, and early Holocene moraines in the Rio Blanco and 




2.6 Glacier Sensitivity Experiments 
2.6.1 Glacier Length Sensitivity to Climate Components 
 To explore which climate component is the dominant control on Vilcabamba glacier mass 
balance and extent, the physical parameters of the SEBM were held constant at their optimized 
values, and only temperature and precipitation were adjusted. While glacier length sensitivity to 
each of the physical parameters was not explicitly tested, the SEBM tuning process did explore 
the sensitivity of the mass balance model to these components. For modern glaciers, temperature 
and precipitation were adjusted from the base settings established in the model tuning exercise. 
To simplify the sensitivity experiments for paleoglaciers, temperature depressions and 
precipitation factors were changed from integer values of climate solutions located incrementally 
along the curves developed in the paleoglacier experiments. For example, temperature was 
decreased by 0.5°C from base temperature depressions of -1°C, -2°C, and so forth.  
 One component was tested at a time to explore the sensitivity of a given precipitation and 
temperature combination. First, the precipitation factor for a given solution was held constant, 
while the temperature was increased and decreased by 0.5°C in the energy balance model. Just as 
in the original modern and paleoglacier experiments, the energy balance model was run, the first 
decade of mass balance output was averaged, and this average output was used to drive the ice 
dynamics model. The ice dynamics model was run to steady state, and a new ice extent was 
mapped. In order for the sensitivity tests to be instructed, all simulated glacier lengths needed to 
fall outside the variation in the original suite of ice extent solutions and differ from the original 
glacier extent by more than 100 m (fig. 24). This process was repeated for solutions for all 
glacier positions in all three valleys. The change in glacier length was used to assess the length 
sensitivity of the glacier to a 0.5°C change in temperature. 
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A similar approach was used to test the sensitivity of the Vilcabamba glaciers to 
precipitation. For these experiments, the temperature perturbation for a given solution was held 
constant while the precipitation factor was adjusted. Adjustments in precipitation caused glacier 
lengths to change differently depending on the magnitude of the temperature depression. 
Therefore, rather than applying the same change to every solution as was done with temperature, 
precipitation factors were altered by different increments based on whether the paleoglacier 
solution temperature depression was large or small. Changing precipitation by different 
increments caused small-amplitude changes in glacier length and allowed sensitivity around the 
mean ice extent for a dated moraine position to be characterized over the full range of 
paleoclimate solutions. The difference in applied change was accounted for by normalizing the 
change in glacier length response relative to the applied precipitation change, so that the 
sensitivity could be compared across the suite of solutions for a given ice extent. As with 
temperature, precipitation sensitivity tests were repeated for all glacier positions in all three 
valleys.  
 
Figure 24. Example of glacier sensitivity tests in the Yanama valley (base image from Google 
Earth). Temperature and precipitation were adjusted so that resulting glacier lengths (maroon) 





3.1 Modern Glacier Sensitivity 
3.1.1 Glacier Length Sensitivity to Climate Components 
 A primary objective of this study was to quantify the impact of climate changes on 
tropical glaciers. To assess the sensitivity of glacier length to temperature, the same temperature 
perturbation was applied to all three modern glaciers, and the response in glacier length was then 
divided by the applied temperature change (0.5°C) so that modern and paleoglacier temperature 
sensitivities could be compared (fig. 25). Yanama glacier had the largest length change in 
response to an equivalent decrease in temperature, while Tucarhuay had the greatest response to 
an increase in temperature. Notably, the length of the Rio Blanco glacier did not change when 
temperature was increased. The modern glaciers also had the same change in precipitation 
applied to them (±50% precipitation relative to modern values), and the responses in glacier 
length were normalized relative to the precipitation change applied (fig. 25). Once again, 
Yanama glacier exhibited the greatest response to decrease in precipitation, while Tucarhuay 
responded the most to an increase in precipitation. Rio Blanco ice extent responded similarly to 
both an increase and decrease in precipitation. 
Modern glacier sensitivities to temperature and precipitation are characterized in terms of 
the glacier length response to an applied change, but the corresponding changes in modern 
glacier mass balance were also calculated (table C1). While the general behavior of ice relative 
to mass balance exhibits a consistent pattern of ice retreating under negative mass balance 
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conditions and advancing when mass balance is positive, the magnitude of modern mass balance 
sensitivity is not always directly proportional to the glacier length response. For example, 
Yanama glacier experiences greater mass balance change in response to warming than to 
cooling, but the glacier length changes more due to cooling than it does with warming. The 
modern Rio Blanco ice extent did not change at all in response to warming, but the mass balance 
decreases in response to the same temperature forcing. These differences may indicate that 
glacier length does not represent the behavior of the entire glacier, or it may indicate the dynamic 
response of the glacier terminus is controlled by other factors in addition to glacier mass balance.  
 
  
Figure 25. Histograms of modern glacier length response to temperature change (left) and to 
precipitation change (right), with the change normalized to a factor of 1. Decreased temperature 
and increased precipitation are shown in darker colors and caused modern glaciers to advance 
(above the x-axis). Increased temperature and decreased precipitation are shown in lighter colors 
and caused glaciers to retreat (below the x-axis). The modern Rio Blanco glacier did not change 
length in response to an increase in temperature. 
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3.1.2 Modern Glacier Response to ENSO Variability 
 The transient simulations run for the modern glaciers were used to explore a secondary 
research question on how modern Vilcabamba glaciers are responding to ENSO variations. To 
do this, the meteorological forcing file was first correlated with the BEST index on a monthly 
and seasonal basis (see table 01) in order to determine whether ENSO variability influences the 
local climate in Cusco. To assess whether glacier behavior is also impacted by ENSO, the BEST 
index was then correlated with annual mass balance outputs for the transient portion of the 
modern glacier simulation (1963-2004). Monthly correlations between BEST and net shortwave 
radiation and sensible heat are significant (p < 0.5; table 05). Mass balance for all three modern 
Vilcabamba glaciers correlate with summer BEST (α < 0.05). Yanama mass balance is correlated 
with an r of -0.54, Tucarhuay with an r of -0.53, and Rio Blanco with an r of -0.53. Based on an 
analysis of energy balance components for Yanama glacier, this is largely driven by net 
shortwave radiation and the sensible heat flux, which ultimately arise from the strong 
correlations between ENSO and temperature from December through March in this part of Peru. 








Table 05. Correlations between the BEST index and modeled energy flux outputs from Yanama valley. Correlations for summer 
months for net shortwave radiation and sensible heat are marked in bold to show significance (p-values are shown in parentheses, and 
the significance threshold is p < 0.05). 
ENSO-ENERGY COMPONENT CORRELATIONS 








































































































Figure 26. Annual mass balances for Yanama, Tucarhuay, and Rio Blanco glaciers are directly 
correlated with average BEST summer anomalies, which in turn are correlated with average 
UNSAAC summer temperatures. Positive BEST anomalies indicate warmer temperatures, which 
results in more negative glacier mass balances in the Vilcabamba. The gray line across the mass 
balance plot shows steady-state conditions. 
 
 
3.2 Paleoglacier Solutions  
 The paleoclimate solutions developed for LIA glacier positions in the main valleys at 
Yanama, Tucarhuay, and Rio Blanco consistently show that very high precipitation factors are 
required to support stable glaciers when temperatures are held constant at modern values (fig. 27; 
figs. B1-B3). More moderate precipitation and temperature forcing is required to simulate ice 
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extents that stabilize at the moraines located on the sides of Yanama valley than is required for 
the main LIA glacier (table 06). 
 The suite of solutions developed for the Tucarhuay Neoglacial position are minimum 
estimates of ice extent because they are based on temperature and precipitation combinations that 
match the furthest downvalley extent of two lateral moraines in the valley (see fig. 05), rather 
than a terminal moraine (fig. 28). Simulated ice extents were influenced by the modern 
topography, even though simulations were run over the DEM developed to mimic the pre-glacial 
terrain. When the modified DEM was generated, moraines were removed but underlying 
morphology of the valley was not changed, potentially explaining why the simulated ice extents 
are offset from the Neoglacial lateral moraines (fig. B5). Additionally, there is a mismatch 
between the satellite imagery and the DEM in the Cordillera Vilcabamba, which also contributes 
to the offset of the Neoglacial simulated ice extents. These two reasons explain the offset of the 
simulated ice extents from the lateral moraines. Therefore, the simulated glaciers are 
representative of the Neoglacial ice extent and the temperature and precipitation combinations 
yield a plausible solution curve for the glacier. 
 The solution curves for Yanama and Rio Blanco early Holocene positions are strikingly 
similar (fig. 29). The solutions for Yanama indicate slightly less precipitation enhancement is 
required to support ice at moraines with smaller temperature depressions than is required for the 
same temperature settings at Rio Blanco. Additionally, with the expanded ice area of the early 
Holocene glaciers in Yanama valley, the shape of the simulated ice changed depending on the 
temperature and precipitation settings, even though the length of the main glacier remained very 
similar (fig. B6). While combinations of temperature and precipitation may result in the same 
terminal moraine position in the main valley, they can also result in drastically different areal 
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extents of the glacier, which are not accounted for when climate solutions are generated based on 
moraine position only. 
 The simulations for the Yanama Late Glacial position show that ice fills in nearly the 
entire valley above the terminal moraine. Therefore because of the increase in ice area, there are 
no longer great differences in the shape and extent of simulated ice for the suite of solutions 
developed (fig. 30), as there was with the Yanama early Holocene simulations. There are some 
differences in ice margins on some of the slopes, but the valley above the Late Glacial moraines 
is filled with ice that contributes to the glacier in all of the solutions (fig. B8). 
 
 
Table 06. Combinations of climate forcing required to sustain Yanama LIA glaciers in the center 





















Figure 27. Temperature and precipitation combinations that support dated LIA moraine positions 
in Yanama, Rio Blanco, and Tucarhuay valleys. The dashed gray line represents modern 
precipitation. In all of the modeling results, the precipitation enhancement factor for modern 
climate has been normalized a factor of 1 to make the comparison between present-day and past 
climates intuitive.  
 
 
Figure 28. Plot of the temperature and precipitation combinations that support a minimum extent 




Figure 29. Summary plot of the temperature and precipitation combinations that would have 
supported the early Holocene mapped ice extents in Yanama and Rio Blanco valleys. The gray 




Figure 30. Plot of the suite of temperature and precipitation solutions that support Late Glacial 
ice extent in Yanama valley. The gray dashed line indicates modern precipitation. 
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3.3 Paleoglacier Sensitivity 
3.3.1 Glacier Sensitivity to Temperature 
To test paleoglacier sensitivity to changes in temperature, cooling was simulated by 
increasing temperature depressions relative to steady-state climate solutions, and warming was 
simulated with smaller temperature depressions. In general, the temperature sensitivities do not 
show a consistent strong relationship with precipitation factors, though there may be a weak 
trend toward greater temperature sensitivity at higher precipitation factors based on some of the 
results (fig. 31). For example, the Tucarhuay Neoglacial and the Yanama and Rio Blanco LIA 
glacier length responses follow the same trend, with applied warming eliciting a greater response 
on glacier extent for higher precipitation factors, while cooling temperature had a roughly equal 
impact on glacier extent over the full range of precipitation factors. Rio Blanco early Holocene 
glacier length is also more responsive to warming than to cooling, but temperature sensitivity is 
generally independent of precipitation factor setting. This is also true for the cooling of Yanama 
Late Glacial solutions, but there is no systematic relationship for the impact of warming, and 
values ranged from ~1900 m/°C to almost 2600 m/°C. In contrast, the early Holocene glacier 
length sensitivity in Yanama shows that glacier length responds more to warming at low 
precipitation factors. The Tucarhuay LIA glacier response to temperature increases and decreases 
remains roughly constant for most of the precipitation factor settings, with the exception of the 
largest precipitation factor setting tested, 5.00.   
While the sensitivity experiments were primarily focused on the glacier length response 
to changes in temperature and precipitation, the effect on mass balance was also explored. All of 
the Vilcabamba paleoglacier mass balances are generally impacted more by either warming or 
cooling when precipitation values are large (tables C2-C8). For the Yanama LIA glacier, this 
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effect is more drastic for warming than for cooling, although the glacier length response to 
cooling remains roughly constant. For the other positions, the general pattern of increased mass 
balance sensitivity with heightened precipitation is roughly the same for warming and cooling.  
 
3.3.2 Glacier Sensitivity to Precipitation 
 Nearly all of the simulated paleoglaciers are more sensitive to changes in precipitation 
when a larger temperature depression is prescribed (fig. 32). The Rio Blanco early Holocene 
glacier is the only exception. Although glacier length remains most sensitive to precipitation 
changes at the largest temperature depressions, there is a larger response to precipitation 
perturbations at small temperature depressions than at moderate ones. LIA glaciers from Yanama 
and Tucarhuay, as well as the Neoglacial ice extent, respond more to decreases in precipitation, 
while the LIA Rio Blanco, early Holocene Yanama, and Late Glacial Yanama ice extents are all 
more sensitive to increases in precipitation. The magnitude of the response varies between 
glaciers, but is similar when temperature depressions are small, with glaciers responding by 
hundreds of meters, rather than a change of many thousands of meters when temperature 
depressions are large.  
In general, the magnitude and direction of the mass balance response to changes in 
precipitation has a logarithmic relationship with the amount that the precipitation factor was 
increased or decreased. For example, when Rio Blanco LIA precipitation was increased by a 
factor of 2, the mass balance increased by 1.18 m.w.e., but when precipitation was increased by a 
factor of 0.1, the mass balance only rose by 0.18 m.w.e. (table C4). In this example, mass 
balance became more positive when moisture availability increased. However, unlike mass 
balance response to temperature, there are a few cases where a change in precipitation does not 
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result in the expected mass balance response. For example, in the Yanama sensitivity tests, 
increased moisture results in a decrease in average glacier mass balance (tables C2, C6, C8), 
while the Rio Blanco sensitivity tests show an increase in mass balance in response to a decrease 
in precipitation (table C7). One reason for this may be due to the change in glacier area and how 
mass balance is calculated for the glacier. The energy balance model is run over a domain that 
encompasses an entire valley and all of these simulations are run to steady state, so the mass 
balance of the glacier that grew for each simulation is always ~0 m.w.e. In order to calculate the 
change in mass balance, the net balance grids developed for each of the sensitivity simulations 
are averaged over the extent of the mean original stable glacier solution. Both the paleoclimate 
solution curves and the sensitivity tests are determined based on glacier length. While the 
original climate solutions all support ice extents that matched the moraines, the areas for these 
solutions and for those simulated during sensitivity tests are sometimes very different (e.g., 
Yanama early Holocene solutions; fig. B6). Although the glacier length grows or shrinks in 
response to a respective increase or decrease in precipitation as anticipated, the change in mass 
balance does not always reflect the increase in ice extent because the shape and areal extents of 
the two glaciers can be very different. Therefore, when the mass balance is averaged over the 
mean base solution’s glacier area, the calculated change in mass balance is not always an 
accurate representation due to the drastic change in glacier shape between the sensitivity result 







Figure 31. Simulated paleoglacier length response to changes in temperature for the LIA, Neoglacial, early Holocene, 
and Late Glacial Vilcabamba glaciers. The change in glacier length is normalized to the applied temperature change (y-
axis). Decreased temperatures are shown in darker colors and caused paleoglaciers to advance (above x-axis). Increased 








Figure 32. Simulated paleoglacier length response to changes in precipitation for the LIA, Neoglacial, early Holocene, 
and Late Glacial Vilcabamba glaciers. Glacier length response is normalized to the applied change in precipitation (y-
axis). Increased precipitation is shown in darker colors and caused paleoglaciers to advance (above x-axis). Decreased 






4.1 Debris Cover 
The forcing required to grow stable glaciers in the main valleys in the Vilcabamba is 
larger than that suggested by proxy data, and the difference indicates there may be more factors 
controlling mass balance in the region that are not accounted for in the SEBM. One factor that 
may explain the relatively large temperature depressions required for Vilcabamba paleo-
solutions is the presence of debris on the main glacier, which could result in a glacier sustained at 
lower elevations by insulating ice from air temperature and subsequent reduction of ablation 
(Anderson and Mackintosh, 2012). Debris would also reduce the albedo on the surface of the 
glacier, causing more solar radiation to be absorbed. This effect could be counteracted, however, 
if the debris cover is thick enough to insulate the ice from warm air, thereby reducing the effect 
of the decreased albedo (Kirkbride, 1989; Purdie and Fitzharris, 1999). The Tasman glacier, 
located in Mount Cook National Park, New Zealand, is one of the most extensively studied 
debris-covered glaciers. Debris thickness ranges from 0 to 3 m across the Tasman glacier 
(Kirkbride, 1989). Modeling studies by Purdie and Fitzharris (1999) found that a 1.1 m thickness 
in debris cover reduced ablation by 93%, similar to the 89% reduction calculated by Kirkbride 
(1989).  
There is some evidence to support the hypothesis that the main valley glaciers in the 
Vilcabamba were insulated by debris in the past, allowing them to extend farther than they 
typically would under a specific climate. First, the tectonic and structural setting of the 
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Vilcabamba is highly conducive to slope failures that deliver debris to glacier surfaces in this 
range (Vilimek et al., 2006). Surface faulting and landslides are associated with moderate to 
large magnitude earthquakes in the Cusco region, demonstrated by a shallow 1986 (body-wave 
magnitude = 5.3) earthquake that reactivated the Chincheros-Qoricocha faults and caused several 
landslides in the region (Cabrera and Sébrier, 1998; Keefer, 2002). Holocene scarps and trench 
exposures contain evidence of seismic activity prior to the 1986 earthquake, with an average 
recurrence interval on the order of a few thousand years for surface rupturing earthquakes in the 
Cusco region (Cabrera and Sébrier, 1998). With steep valley walls, ample source material, and 
high potential for landslides, debris that falls onto Vilcabamba main valley glacier surfaces in the 
accumulation zone is ingested, and can be regurgitated back onto glacier surfaces in ablation 
zones. Additionally, it is apparent in satellite imagery that the majority of the tongues of modern 
ice are debris-covered, and this provides convincing evidence for past debris-cover on 
paleoglaciers in the Vilcabamba valleys (see fig. 21).  
With debris present on the surface of the main LIA glacier, insulation might allow the ice 
to extend much farther under a specific set of climate conditions than it would without the debris 
cover. In the SEBM, colder temperatures and higher precipitation values would be required to 
simulate a large extent assuming debris-free ice because debris insulation cannot be simulated to 
reduce ablation. Debris cover is not explicitly parameterized, and albedo parameters cannot be 
adjusted to properly represent debris cover. For example, it would not be appropriate to decrease 
the albedo values of snow, because that would only result in increased absorption of solar 
radiation in snow and ice, without simulating the insulating effect provided by a layer of debris. 
Other studies from glaciers on Mt. Baker and Mt. Rainier in Washington, USA show that 
glaciers that are debris covered do not retreat as rapidly as glaciers with clean ice (Driedger, 
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1986; Pelto, 2000). The debris covered Mazama glacier has stagnant ice beyond its active 
terminus that has not melted, and its total retreat from the LIA maximum is less than any other 
Mt. Baker glacier (Pelto, 2000). The Carbon glacier is also debris covered, and receded slowly 
by 900 m in the nineteenth century, compared to a rapid retreat of more than 1600 m for all other 
Mt. Rainier glaciers (Driedger, 1986). The slower and smaller retreats of Mazama and Carbon 
relative to surrounding glaciers suggest that debris cover can explain differences in terminal 
positions for neighboring ice masses that were stable during the same time under the same 
climate forcing. 
As discussed previously, the moraines located higher up on the sides of the valley require 
different temperature and precipitation combinations to grow stable glaciers (see table 06). If the 
geomorphic interpretation that these side valley moraines date to the LIA is correct, disparities in 
debris cover on the glaciers may explain why side valley glaciers and main valley glaciers are 
simulated through different temperature and precipitation combinations. 
 
4.2 Comparison of Modeled Ice Extents with Satellite Imagery  
The SEBM tuning experiments identified optimized parameters that produced simulated 
ice extents that generally matched the shape and extent present-day ice cover in satellite imagery 
for the main valley glaciers originating from the northern headwalls in all three valleys (see fig. 
21-23). However, the dynamics model tends to overestimate modern glacier extent in southern 
and western areas of the model domain, and underestimate ice extent along eastern margins. 
These minor mismatches may be related to the terrain analysis used to calculate solar angles and 
insolation for the Vilcabamba. The difference along the eastern and western sides is small 
(longer by ~11% of modern glacier length along the western sides and shorter by ~9% along the 
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eastern sides). Because the same optimized SEBM parameters were used for modern and 
paleoglacier simulations, the spatial pattern and relative magnitude of mismatches between the 
simulated output and the true ice extent are most likely comparable for both the modern glacier 
and paleoglacier runs. This may influence simulated paleoglacier ice extents in the main valley 
because ice from a larger portion of the domain would have contributed to these glaciers in the 
past. 
 
4.3 Constraints on Modeled Paleoclimate Ranges 
4.3.1 South American Climate Proxy Records 
 Although useful information on glacier sensitivities can be gained by testing glacier 
response to climate perturbations with a surface energy balance model, the climate solutions are 
non-unique, and therefore cannot be independently used to isolate past climatic variables. 
However, model outcomes can be used in conjunction with proxy data that independently 
constrain past temperatures in the region to estimate past precipitation, and vice-versa. In tropical 
South America, the few climate proxy records available come from ice cores (e.g., Thompson et 
al., 1995, 2000; Ramirez et al., 2003), lacustrine sediment cores (e.g., Seltzer et al., 2000; 
Stansell et al., 2013), and speleothems (e.g., Cruz et al., 2005; van Breukelen et al., 2008; Kanner 
et al., 2013). The climatic interpretation of oxygen isotope data in tropical records is still 
debated, leaving few available records of specific temperature and precipitation values to 
compare with the modeled paleoclimate solutions presented here. Both temperature and 
precipitation influence the stable oxygen isotope signature of calcite-containing lacustrine cores, 
speleothems, and ice cores, which are especially challenging to use to reconstruct past climates 
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because of the integrated influence of precipitation and temperature (Thompson et al., 2000; 
Vuille et al., 2012; Stansell et al., 2013). The δ18O signature of modern precipitation during the 
warm and wet season is more depleted than δ18O for the colder dry season, but how this observed 
modern-day seasonal pattern influences the δ18O signal in ice over longer timescales has not 
been fully resolved (Thompson et al., 2000; Vuille et al., 2012). Thompson et al. (2000) argue 
the δ18O signature in tropical ice cores can be used to reconstruct past temperatures over long 
time scales, and previous work (Thompson et al., 1995) suggests significant cooling in the 
tropics during the LGM, but the magnitude of this cooling is inconsistent with modeling results 
(Hardy et al., 2003; Vuille et al., 2003a; Vimeux et al., 2005, 2009), Holocene insolation forcing 
(Bird et al., 2011b), and reconstructed temperatures from other proxies (e.g. van Breukelen et al., 
2008; Jomelli et al., 2011). 
 Other proxies have been used to reconstruct past climates and to isolate 
paleotemperatures from past precipitation levels. For example, van Breukelen et al. (2008) 
analyzed the isotopic composition of fossil drip water trapped in stalagmite fluid inclusions 
separately from the composition of the calcite hosting the inclusions using an equation developed 
by Craig (1965) to calculate paleotemperature independent from paleoprecipitation. van 
Breukelen et al. (2008) calculated modern temperatures and paleotemperatures for the Late 
Glacial (~13.5 ka) and early Holocene (~10.5 ka) from a stalagmite from Cueva del Tigre 
Perdido in Peru (6°S, 77.3°W). Late Glacial and early Holocene paleotemperatures derived in 
this study are only 2-2.5°C cooler than modern temperatures, and the variation in temperature is 
not larger than the analytical uncertainty of the fluid inclusion isotopic analyses, so temperatures 
calculated from Cueva del Tigre Perdido cannot be rigorously compared with the modeled 
Vilcabamba paleoclimate solutions. However, the Craig (1965) equation applied in this manner 
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shows promise for separating temperature and precipitation signals in speleothems, and as this 
method and others continue to develop, paleotemperature and paleoprecipitation estimates can be 
used to narrow the modeled range of likely climate conditions that would have supported past ice 
extents in the Cordillera Vilcabamba. 
 While past temperatures and precipitation totals in tropical South America continue to be 
debated, there is general agreement on broad trends in climate from the Late Glacial stage to the 
present (fig. 33). Glaciers in the northern Andes advanced during the Antarctic cold reversal 
(14,500-12,900 years BP), potentially in response to cold sea-surface temperatures in the 
Southern Hemisphere (Jomelli et al., 2014). Ice cores from Huascarán in central Peru indicate the 
beginning of the Late Glacial was as much as 8°C cooler in the Andes than it is today 
(Thompson et al., 1995). Cooler temperatures during the Late Glacial are also supported by 
sediment cores in Peru containing calcite from Lake Junin (Seltzer et al., 2000) and pollen from 
Lake Compuerta (Weng et al., 2006). Temperatures began increasing ~12-10 ka, reaching a peak 
at 8.5 ka (Weng et al., 2006). A number of proxy records indicate that temperatures became 
abruptly colder around ~5.5-5.0 ka in the northern Andes (Seltzer et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 
2006; Weng et al., 2006; Kanner et al., 2013; Stansell et al., 2013). Ice core records (Thompson 
et al., 2006) and lake cores (Stansell et al., 2013) indicate the tropical Andes were relatively 
warm during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; 1.0-0.7 ka). Records from the Quelccaya 
ice cap indicate that the southern Peruvian Andes experienced a cold phase from 0.5 to 0.2 ka 
(Thompson et al., 1986; Liu et al., 2005; Stansell et al., 2013).  
Precipitation reconstructions from sediment cores containing calcite and pollen from 
lakes in Peru indicate the tropical Andes were drier during the Late Glacial, relative to modern 




Figure 33. Comparison of paleoclimate proxy records from tropical South America. Yellow bars 
indicate the timing of the Late Glacial (~13.8-13.3 kyr BP), early Holocene (~11.1-10.2 kyr BP), 
Neoglacial (~4.6-4.2 kyr BP), and LIA (~380-200 yr BP) glacial episodes in the Cordillera 
Vilcabamba. δ18O signatures in ice come from the Sajama ice core in Bolivia (Thompson et al., 
1998), the Quelccaya ice cap in Peru (Thompson et al., 2013), and the Huascaran ice core in Peru 
(Thompson et al., 1995). δ18O measurements from speleothems were taken from Huagapo cave 
(Kanner et al., 2013) and Cueva del Tigre Perdido (van Breukelen et al., 2008), both located in 
Peru. δ18O in calcite was also measured in a sediment core taken from Laguna Pumacocha, Peru 
(Bird et al., 2011b). In all of these terrestrial records, more negative δ18O values indicate colder 
and wetter conditions. East Pacific sea-surface temperature reconstructions come from mid-
latitude Chile (Kim et al., 2002) and the equatorial Pacific (Dubois et al., 2014). The insolation 
curve for 15°S for the past 14,000 years is plotted in green (Berger and Loutre, 1991). 
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remained moderate until the 5.5-5.0 ka window where temperatures cooled and the Andes began 
receiving more moisture (Seltzer et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2006; Weng et al., 2006; Kanner 
et al., 2013; Stansell et al., 2013). Glaciers throughout the region retreated from ~4.0-1.0 ka, 
although lake level studies as well as lacustrine and speleothem stable isotope records indicate 
that precipitation increased in the area, implying that the glacier retreat is related to rising 
temperatures (Rodbell et al., 2008; Stansell et al., 2013). The Andes were moderately arid during 
the MCA while temperatures were warm. After the MCA, cores from the Quelccaya ice cap 
indicate a wet phase from 0.5 to 0.2 ka in the southern Peruvian Andes, followed by another dry 
period that lasted ~150 years (Thompson et al., 1986; Liu et al., 2005; Stansell et al., 2013). In 
the Vilcabamba, glaciers advanced during the wet phase of the LIA, and retreated during the 
subsequent arid phase (Licciardi et al., 2009; 2014). 
 
4.3.2 Plausible Limits on Paleoclimate Solutions 
 The general agreement in the literature of the broad climate changes throughout the Late 
Glacial and Holocene in tropical South America is the first step towards identifying specific 
temperature and precipitation values during specific intervals. If paleotemperatures can be 
reconstructed from proxy data, the solution curves developed for each moraine position could 
then be used to estimate a corresponding paleoprecipitation, and vice versa. In the absence of 
precise paleotemperatures, constraints on modeled paleoclimate ranges can also be determined 
by placing plausible limits on precipitation amounts. Once these limits on precipitation factors 
are established, corresponding bounds on temperature can be estimated using the paleoclimate 
solution curves developed for each of the dated glaciations in the Cordillera Vilcabamba. 
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 To constrain paleoclimate ranges during the LIA, the solutions were compared to output 
generated by the general circulation model (GCM) Community Earth System Model (CESM) 
Last Millennium Ensemble (LME) project. This project generated 30 separate CESM LME 
simulations forced with transient evolutions of solar intensity, volcanic emissions, greenhouse 
gases, aerosols, land use conditions, and orbital parameters (Otto-Bliesner et al., submitted). The 
precipitation output from the CESM LME simulations was compared to modern precipitation, 
and the maximum and minimum precipitation values from all 30 simulations were used as 
conservative estimates to place limits on the modeled Vilcabamba LIA climate solutions. The 
minimum ratio between observed modern and simulated GCM precipitation is 0.86, while the 
maximum ratio between modern and GCM precipitation output is 3.11. The precipitation factors 
suggest temperatures depressions ranged from 4.6°C to 1.6°C cooler than modern values (see fig. 
25).  
 There have not been many simulations run for older periods using GCMs, and therefore 
simulated precipitation values do not span a statistically significant range and cannot be used to 
limit the modeled Vilcabamba paleoclimate solutions. Another way to place first-order 
constraints on older climate conditions is to use the modern climatology to place a maximum 
precipitation limit on the solution ranges. Vuille et al. (2012) proposed a mechanism for past 
increases in precipitation in the tropics by calling on a strengthening of the South American 
summer monsoon (SASM). The ITCZ serves as a major moisture source for the SASM, and a 
more southerly position of the maritime ITCZ results in enhanced moisture in the SASM domain 
(Vuille et al., 2012).  Temporally coherent changes in precipitation recorded in several climate 
proxy records (Thompson et al., 1986; Reuter et al., 2009; Taylor, 2010; Bird et al., 2011a) may 
indicate strengthening and weakening of the SASM, resulting in varying amounts of 
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precipitation through time (Vuille, et al., 2012). If the SASM was stronger in the past, it would 
have increased precipitation over the Vilcabamba. To conservatively estimate a maximum limit 
to precipitation, a permanent wet season was replicated by using the precipitation of four wettest 
months (December-March) from the UNSAAC record as precipitation for the entire year. This 
increased precipitation in the Vilcabamba by a maximum factor of 3.36. Combined with 
modeling results, this limit indicates a temperature depression of at least 2.8°C during the 
Neoglacial and early Holocene, and a depression of at least 3.7°C during the Late Glacial.  
 
4.4 Vilcabamba Glacier Sensitivities 
 While numerical modeling is useful for constraining paleoclimate ranges by identifying 
minimum temperature depressions for the glaciations in the Vilcabamba, it is an especially 
valuable tool for exploring glacier sensitivity to temperature and precipitation changes. Glacier 
sensitivity experiments show that the magnitude of the response of modern Vilcabamba glaciers 
is dependent on the direction of the applied change, but there is no consistent pattern of 
responses to these changes in temperature and precipitation (i.e., when temperature is increased 
and decreased by the same amount, glaciers do not grow and shrink by the same length).  
 One distinct trend that appears in all of the paleoglacier sensitivity experiments is the 
greater glacier response to applied changes in precipitation at colder temperatures (fig. 32). This 
is not surprising, as colder temperatures cause more precipitation to fall as snow and persist 
through the melt season. Glacier physics dictate that this not only enhances net accumulation, but 
also decreases annual ablation by increasing albedo over the glacier surface. The colder the 
temperature, the more glacier area will be impacted by this process. When precipitation is 
increased, the increased accumulation and decreased ablation will result in a more positive mass 
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balance, and will cause glaciers to grow. Because the influence of precipitation is itself dictated 
by temperature, the two climate forcings cannot be completely separated from one another. On 
the other hand, modeling results indicate temperature sensitivity is not influenced by moisture 
availability, and paleoglacier response to changes in temperature remains relatively high, 
regardless of precipitation.  
 The sensitivity results also provide insight on how glacier response may have changed 
since the Late Glacial. While there is no consensus on precise temperature values from the late 
Pleistocene through the Holocene, there is general agreement among climate proxy studies that 
temperature has changed over time, and that previous glacial stages occurred under temperatures 
cooler than modern. The modeling results support this view, as they show that even with 
maximum realistic increases in precipitation, temperatures had to be at least 3.7°C cooler during 
the Late Glacial, 2.8°C cooler during the Neoglacial and early Holocene, and 4.6°C to 1.6°C 
cooler during the LIA to support Vilcabamba paleoglaciers. Combined with the geomorphology 
of the region, available proxy data, and the preferred range of paleoclimate solutions developed 
in this study, the sensitivity results indicate that Andean tropical glacier sensitivity has changed 
through time. As temperatures fluctuated, so would have the glacier response to precipitation. 
Other modeling studies in various parts of the world have examined the spatial variability in 
temperature and precipitation sensitivity for glaciers (e.g. Ruddell, 1995; Oerlemans, 1997; 
Anderson and Mackintosh, 2006, 2012). My approach examines the change in climate sensitivity 
of glaciers through time, and is useful not only for understanding how glaciers may have 




4.5 Implications for Future Climate Change  
 Glaciers in the tropics are not in steady state and have been retreating over the last 
century (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002). Tropical glaciers are significant contributors to water 
supplies, hence the impact of future climate change on their mass balance is important to 
understand. Although future glacier behavior was not simulated and lies outside the scope of this 
project, the paleo- and modern glacier simulations can be used as a foundation to gain insight on 
how tropical glaciers may respond to future climate change. Nearly all of the precipitation 
sensitivity results show only modest glacier responses to changes in precipitation when 
temperature is held constant at present-day values (or made only slightly cooler), but glacier 
response to temperature changes remains consistently high, regardless of precipitation forcing 
(see fig. 31, 32). Because future climate change studies predict temperatures will continue to rise, 
the modeling results presented here suggest that glaciers will continue to respond to temperature 
changes in the future, but that changes in precipitation will not greatly impact glacier extent. 
However, to test this hypothesis and predict the future retreat rate of present-day glaciers in the 
Vilcabamba, projected temperature and precipitation values would need to be applied to drive 
transient glacier simulations into the future. The application of numerical models in this manner 







 The simulations of paleoglacier extents and sensitivities conducted in this work are the 
first rigorous tests of individual climate parameter influences on glacier mass balance in the 
Cordillera Vilcabamba. An SEBM (Anslow et al., 2008), coupled with an ice dynamics model 
(Jarosch et al., 2013), was applied first to modern glaciers, demonstrating the skill of the SEBM 
by producing modern ice extents that closely matched observed extents in the Vilcabamba 
valleys. By adjusting temperature and precipitation, the SEBM was used to determine climate 
solutions that would have supported past ice extents. While this modeling approach does not 
yield unique climate reconstructions for each paleoglacier position, the most realistic ranges of 
solutions can be constrained by comparing modeling results to independent climate proxies and 
plausible limits on past precipitation amounts. In this vein, modeling results imply temperature 
depressions of at least 3.7°C for the Late Glacial, 2.8°C for the early Holocene and Neoglacial, 
and 1.6°C for the LIA. These results suggest that temperature depressions in the tropical Andes 
were greater than previous estimates for the LIA, Neoglacial, early Holocene, and Late Glacial 
time periods (e.g. Taggart et al., 2009; Jomelli et al., 2011). 
 In addition to limiting paleoclimate conditions, numerical models are especially powerful 
tools for testing glacier sensitivity to individual climate parameters. Previous studies have 
debated the relative importance of temperature and precipitation as drivers of glacier fluctuations 
in the tropics, and the modeling results from the Cordillera Vilcabamba imply that the two are 
interdependent and that their control on tropical glacier mass balance cannot be completely 
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isolated. Every Vilcabamba paleoglacier experiment indicates a greater sensitivity of glacier 
length to precipitation perturbation at colder temperatures. Since several climate proxies estimate 
changes in tropical temperature since the LGM, and some degree of cooling relative to modern 
temperatures is required to support the larger paleoglacier extents mapped in the Vilcabamba, 
this implies that glacier sensitivity to climate components has not remained constant from the 
late Pleistocene through the Holocene. Glaciers that subsisted during the Late Glacial and early 
Holocene would have been more strongly impacted by changes in moisture availability than 
present-day glaciers. Additionally, temperature sensitivity modeling results indicate that as 
tropical climate warms, future glaciers likely will not be greatly impacted by changes in 
precipitation, but will remain sensitive to temperature changes. 
 Establishing this baseline understanding of Vilcabamba glacier sensitivity is an important 
step toward enabling the Anslow et al (2008) SEBM to be used to explore other aspects of 
tropical glaciers, such as the effect of prolonged shifts in the ITCZ, the impact of past ENSO 
cyclicity on glacier mass balance, glacier sensitivity to water vapor, or glacier response to future 
climate change scenarios. The paleoclimate solutions developed in this study will also be useful 
as a tool for estimating past temperatures and precipitation when combined with developing 
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A.1 Detailed Approach to Meteorological Record Bias Correction 
1988 maximum temperatures recorded at UNSAAC were thought to be too warm because 
they did not correlate with other local station data or ENSO, and reached a peak that was not 
seen in another year of the record (Anton Seimon, personal communication). To independently 
confirm the 1988 maximum temperatures were anomalously warm, the UNSAAC data were 
compared to Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) 
reanalysis products. Reanalysis products are a blend of model output and data from multiple 
meteorological stations, and given their relatively coarse resolution, the reanalysis climate values 
are not expected to exactly match individual station data, especially in regions with strong 
topographic relief. However, general trends and variability of climate that appear in reanalysis 
products should correspond with local station data.    
 The MERRA dataset contains global hourly surface air temperatures for January 1, 1979 
to December 31, 2009 over 0.5-degree grid cells (Wang and Zeng, 2013). First, daily maximum 
air temperatures were extracted from MERRA hourly maximum air temperatures for nine 
geographic points near the UNSAAC station (fig. A1). The next task was to identify the MERRA 
grid cell that was most similar climatologically to the UNSAAC station data. To this end, 
climatologies of annual, seasonal, and daily mean maximum temperature values were computed 
over the interval where Cusco and MERRA data overlap (January 1, 1979 to December 31, 
2004). The MERRA grid cells were compared to UNSAAC, and the grid point with the most 
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similar climatology (13.25°S, 71.25°W) was consequently selected to use in the bias correction 
of the UNSAAC record. The choice of this grid cell is consistent with what is known of the 
pattern and origin of air masses that enter the Vilcabamba (Perry et al., 2013).  A smoothed time 
series of daily maximum temperatures from the single MERRA grid point was compared to 
smoothed temperatures from UNSAAC, and this comparison indicated UNSAAC maximum 




Figure A1. Locations of MERRA grid points (green) and the UNSAAC recording station, 
located in Cusco (purple). The teal box marks the Cordillera Vilcabamba region outlined in fig. 




 My general approach to bias correction of the UNSAAC record was to identify the 
discrepancies that existed between MERRA and Cusco. I identified the one interval (June 1, 
1988-November 1, 1988) where the UNSAAC maximum temperatures were substantially higher 
than the MERRA values, and I replaced the low frequency of the UNSAAC interval with the low 
frequency variability from MERRA. Doing this allowed me to preserve the intra-daily to weekly 
variability of the Cusco record while superimposing this high-frequency variability on the 
seasonal cycle from MERRA, just over the interval with anomalously high maximum 
temperatures, while leaving the remainder of the UNSAAC record intact. Out of 15,341 days in 
the meteorological record, 154 days were replaced. 
My specific methodology for correcting the UNSAAC record from June 1, 1988 through 
November 1, 1988 is as follows: daily maximum temperatures and smoothed seasonal cycles 
from the 13.25°S, 71.25°W MERRA grid point and Cusco were plotted for 1988, the year during 
which the UNSAAC maximum temperature values were anomalously high (fig. A2). Cusco 
temperatures are cooler than the reanalysis temperatures until June when they suddenly become 
warmer, and they remain high until November; therefore maximum temperatures were adjusted 
from June 1 through November 1. The offset between the smoothed MERRA and Cusco 
climatologies was calculated. This offset represents the expected difference between the 
maximum temperature values from the MERRA grid point and the values recorded at UNSAAC. 
To correct the anomalous maximum temperature values, the low frequency of the UNSAAC 
record was subtracted from the raw time series in 1988, preserving the high frequency variability 
of the Cusco record. Next, the low frequency component of the MERRA 1988 record was added 
to the high frequency UNSAAC record, to temper the anomalously high maximum temperature 











Figure A2. Maximum air temperatures for 1987, 1988, and 1989. The smoothed maximum temperature cycles for Cusco remain 
lower than the smoothed MERRA signal for 1987 and 1989. On June 1, 1988 (day 152), the UNSAAC record (green) begins to 
depart from MERRA values (black). The smoothed seasonal cycles for 1988 show the same pattern, and this suggests the 




smoothed climatologies was added to bring maximum temperatures into the expected range at 
UNSAAC, rather than in the range of MERRA grid cell (fig. A3). The resulting bias-corrected 
maximum temperature values replaced the original values in the meteorological forcing file, 
which was subsequently used in model runs.  
 
 
Figure A3. UNSAAC corrected maximum air temperatures for 1988. The purple line shows the 





A.2 Detailed Approach for DEM Modification 
Modern topography was edited to remove moraines from Yanama, Rio Blanco, and 
Tucarhuay valleys so that they would not restrict ice flow during paleoglacier simulations. First, 
using an ASTER satellite image of the Vilcabamba region for reference, polygons were manually 
digitized around the LIA, Neoglacial, early Holocene, and Late Glacial moraines to create a 
vector moraine polygon layer. Next, all raster cells within the moraines on the DEM raster 
surface were converted to a vector DEM point layer, and points were deleted from this layer 
using the polygons previously drawn as boundaries. The extent of the modified vector DEM 
point layer was then manually defined to match the original DEM raster surface for further 
processing. A nearest neighbor point interpolation was run on the vector DEM point layer to 
create a new interpolated DEM raster surface that includes new cells over the moraine areas that 
had been previously removed. The newly interpolated DEM surface layer was clipped to the 
extent of the vector moraine polygon layer to isolate the pixels only over the location of the 
original moraine. Finally, the clipped interpolated DEM raster surface was mosaicked on top of 
the original DEM to create a pre-glacial DEM raster surface of the Vilcabamba valleys stripped 
of moraines while leaving the surrounding topography unchanged (see fig. 10). 
 Once the moraines were clipped out, the new DEM was examined to compare its 
characteristics with those of a typical pre-glacial valley. The longitudinal valley profile appeared 
to follow a smooth trend, with elevation increasing towards the mountain peaks. Additionally, 
the cross-valley profile resembled a smooth glacial trough, with no ridges in the topography 




A.3 Numerical Modeling Documentation 
A.3.1 Introduction 
 This study implemented a surface energy balance model (SEBM) developed by Anslow 
et al. (2008) coupled with an ice dynamics model created by Jarosch et al. (2013) to explore 
paleoclimate conditions and glacier sensitivities in the Peruvian Andes. These models can be 
used to research glaciers in other areas, as long as the user has meteorological input data to drive 
the SEBM and a digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area. While the methods presented 
have been fully developed and can be applied to other regions, the SEBM and ice dynamics 
models undergo improvements, and the tools used to process model output should be tailored to 




The general set of steps is as follows: 
 
1. Obtain DEM 
2. Obtain/develop meteorological forcing file 
3. Define modeling domain and mass balance domain 
4. Run terrain processor and move files into correct directories for energy balance 
5. Run the energy balance model and tune to available information for region/time period of 
interest 
6. Use mass balance to force the dynamics model to steady state. This requires converting 
mass balance output to a format where mass balance outside of modeling mask is set very 
negative, such as -99 m.w.e. per year. 
7. Dynamics simulations for final results 
a. For paleo simulations, the aim is to modify the model inputs (forcing or 
parameters) to replicate glaciers of the past. This involves altering mass balance 
parameters and running dynamics simulations to steady state and comparing 
steady glaciers with known extents. 
b. For present-day simulations, the aim is to replicate the glacier change history 





A.3.3 Software Requirements 
The models are written in FORTRAN 90 and are made more useful with a set of wrapper 
and analysis tools written in the R statistical language. Some of the data preparations require the 
use of a GIS, for which GRASS is a free, fully featured, but somewhat complicated tool that 
meets this need. All of this software is available for free, but runs best in a linux/unix 
environment (which is also free for PCs). Windows does have working R and GRASS and 
FORTRAN compilers, but they are not as tightly integrated as what you would find in Linux or 
on a Mac with OSX. This model was developed by someone who has spent a lot of time working 
with these tools (table A1). There are a lot of steps involved to get things set up and they cannot 
all be outlined here. It is in the user’s best interest to get to know these tools as well as possible. 
 
A.3.4 Gathering Forcing and Boundary Condition Data and Preparing to Run the Energy 
Balance Model 
These models require two essential pieces of forcing/boundary data: 
1. A meteorological observations file to force the surface energy balance 
2. A digital elevation model (DEM) to provide boundary condition for the energy balance 
model and the dynamics model 
 
Of course, good meteorological data is hard to find. At the very least, the SEBM requires 
temperature, precipitation, and humidity data. Wind speed, tmin/tmax, and incoming solar and 
longwave radiation are bonuses and will improve modeling, but these may be calculated within 





Table A1. Recommended software descriptions and download locations to use with the Anslow 
et al. (2008) SEBM. All software shown below is open-source and available for free. 
Tool What it may be used for Where to get it 
gfortran The FORTRAN compiler. This is required 
to convert FORTRAN source code into the 
executable models. This or another 
FORTRAN compiler are strictly mandatory. 
http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/GF
ortranBinaries 
GRASS GRASS is a free GIS. It's needed for 
generating glacier masks and processing 






R is a statistical language that can do many 
many things similarly to matlab. R is used 
here for processing some data, viewing 
model output, and as a means for driving 




Provides a nice GUI for working with R and 






These are text editors and are needed for 
modifying parameters files, R, FORTRAN 
and shell scripts/code, and viewing output 
data. DO NOT USE WORD, or a rich text 
editor, or any other program that 
embellishes the raw text file with anything 
but text. A text editor only alters the 
characters in the file, nothing more. No 
tables or pictures are allowed in source code 
or parameters files. 
Everywhere. Get a good 
one with code highlighting 
Bash This is the terminal shell that Macs and 
linux provide by default. Shell scripting is 
handy for automating things and linking and 
organizing input data etc. 
Comes with Linux and 
Mac, use Cygwin if you 
want your windows 











A.3.4.1 Format for the meteorological forcing file 
 
The DEM is a critical piece of boundary condition information and its selection shouldn't 
be treated lightly. Look at what is available and be critical. Common sources are the SRTM and 
ASTER DEMs. There are high resolution DEMs for parts of the US. Once data has been 
retrieved, import it into GIS and make sure it's “clean” (i.e., it does not contain pits or artifacts 
that is sometimes present in remote sensing data). For modeling, data should be in some kind of 
orthographic projection, such as UTM, so that the pixel size and orientation are constant from the 
north to south and east to west of the modeling domain. 
Once a DEM has been obtained, the modeling domain must be cut out. Because the 
model calculates shading from topography, a large enough domain size must be chosen to 
account for any topographic feature that may shade the glacier at any size or shape it may take 
on. GRASS offers some shading tools to explore what causes shading and at what locations on a 
glacier. If the shading tools in GRASS are not used, err on the side of too large a domain. The 
energy balance model runs over a smaller, sub-domain, so a large outer domain is not necessarily 
going to slow down the model aside from the time it takes to run the pre-processing programs. 
To cut out the modeling domain: 
1. Set the domain of interest in GRASS using g.region 
a. While viewing the DEM, zoon to the area of interest 
b. In the GRASS console, type g.region 
c. Find the option to set the region to currently displayed region 
d. In the console again, type g.region -p 
e. You will see that the current region probably has cells that aren’t even integers. 
You need to modify the region so that the spacing becomes even, this ensures that 
data co-registers properly. To do this, type g.region in the console and look for the 
dialogue for bounds and set the north, south, east and west bounds appropriately 
so the spacing is even. It’s best to make sure this aligns with the native grid of 
your DEM data, whatever that may be. Ask a GIS person about this if you are 
confused. 
2. Export the DEM in the SURFER format using the command r.out.ascii. Make sure the 
SURFER box is ticked and that the proper input grid is specified. 
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3. To make a mask, digitize a boundary in GRASS and you will want a shaded relief map at 
the bare minimum to digitize over. 
a. Set the region of interest with g.region 
b. In the console type v.digit -n $NAME_OF_MASK bgcmd=’d.rast 
map=$NAME_OF_BACKGROUND_RASTER’ (when there is a $ followed by 
all caps, substitute your chosen value for the ones listed). 
c. A new window will open up. You want to digitize a closed area, so choose the 
symbol of a closed polygon with a + in the middle of it. 
d. Click on your map until you have traced an outline of your mass balance domain. 
Your last point must overlie the first point. You will see the end points of the line 
and perhaps the whole line turn green indicating that a closed polygon has 
formed. If you run into errors later, this is a likely culprit. 
e. Convert the vector to a raster mask using v.to.rast. Select the vector you want to 
convert and set the tool to use cat values to make the raster under “Source of 
raster values”. You need to name the output as well.  
f. Use appropriate logic to convert the raster values to ones where your area of 
interest is and NULL outside of that. It will probably be okay from the get-go, but 
be cautious here. There are tools to set NULLs under the raster menu. Raster > 
Develop raster map > manage NULL values. 
4. Export your mask as before in the SURFER format. 
5. Use the r code to convert the mask to a nonsurfer format. The SURFER format contains 
some extremely large values to represent nulls. The function 
“make_surfer_mask_from_surfblanked” converts the surfer values to zero for use in the 
model. 
6. Put the DEM and mask into a working modeling directory. The structure needs to have 
and Output and Input directory “beneath” the working directory where the executables 




A.3.5 Modifying the FORTRAN Code and Compilation 
A.3.5.1 Quick steps and commands 
 
1. Ensure that you have frequent and working backups of anything that may be modified 
here. This allows creative playing and will prevent time-intensive resurrections of 
previous work. 
2. Change the domain extents and length of the met record in global_params.f90. 
3. Modify the Makefile to reflect your directory structure 
4. Compile the model by executing make clean && make && make terrain 
5. Copy the executables from the FORTRAN code directory into the working directory for 




A.3.5.2 Detailed instructions 
Many efforts have been made to make interaction with FORTRAN a minimal 
requirement for using the model. However, for this and for numerical modeling in general, an 
understanding of programming through R, MATLAB, or something similarly procedural will be 
very, very useful and help prevent too many mistakes from being made. For altering the 
FORTRAN and any other source code file, the need for a means of backing up and retrieving old 
versions of the source code can not be emphasized enough. This will enable correction of any 
mistakes should your cat come marching onto your keyboard in the middle of a line of code. This 
will happen, and that's okay. Breaking the code is a very essential part of modeling and 
programming and is the only way to get things done. So break, but make the damage can be 
reversed if it becomes too bad. 
To modify the FORTRAN, open any of the source files in your text editor of choice. 
FORTRAN source files have the extension .f90. They contain the instructions for the compiler to 
make it create a program to do what you want. For most purposes, the only sources needed are 
global_params.f90 in the dynamics code, and another version of global_params.f90 in the energy 
balance code. The goal in modifying these is to change the size of the domain of interest, and 
also to change the size of the meteorological forcing file that will be fed to the model. At the 
moment, these parameters are at line numbers 117, 118, and 121 in global_params.f90 in the 
EBAL/code directory. 
Once the codes have been modified, the file called “Makefile” needs to be opened and 
edited to ensure that the source directory is set to match the location of the FORTRAN source 
files on the system. There are several pre-configured options in the file that may be used if they 
match the user’s needs. In a so-called makefile, the # symbol is the comment symbol. Comment 
out all instances of SRCDIR = and either write a specific one or uncomment one. Once this has 
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done the model can be compiled. Open a terminal and change directory to the code directory. 
Type: 
make clean && make opt && make terrain 
 
The & symbols need to be duplicated. The double & allows the user to enter multiple commands, 
and if one fails, the rest will not continue. If there are no errors, the ebal.x and trancalc.x 
programs next need to be copied to the working modeling directories, ensuring that the 
executable gets placed into the directory for which the array bounds were set in earlier steps. 
 
 
A.3.6 Running the Energy Balance Model – Stand-alone 
A.3.6.1 Quick steps and commands 
1. Make sure directories are properly set up to run the ebal code, and contain Input (with the 
param2d.txt and DEM files) and Output directories, the ebal.x executable file, and the 
trancalc.x executable file. 
2. Run the trancalc.x file by typing “./trancalc.x, Input/param2d.txt” and move the resulting 
shading_**.grd files from the Output directory to the Input directory. 
3. Run the ebal.x by typing: “./ebal.x Input/param2d.txt $START_YEAR $END_YEAR” 
a. Verbose mode: set to .TRUE. in the param2d.txt file to have numerical values for 
model outputs saved. This causes the model to run very slowly, and generates 
larger amounts of output that will be saved. 
b. Non-verbose: set to .FALSE. in the param2d.txt file for only yearly net balance 
grids to be generated by the SEBM 
4. If you will be running the SEBM several times within the same directory, make sure to 
move the output generated to a new sub-directory, so that the output will not be written 
over with each new iteration. 
 
A.3.6.2 Setting up the model with the parameters file 
 
 Explanations for what each of the parameters are can be found in the param2d.txt file, 
and are commented out with a ! symbol. The parameters file should be saved just as a text file 
and edited in a text editor, rather than a word processing program. These parameters can be 
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edited and saved to use in SEBM runs. Several parameters do not need to be adjusted, and are 
marked with an “!IGNORE” comment. The parameters should reflect the naming scheme you 
have developed for your DEM and glacier domain, as well as the elevation and length of your 
meteorological forcing file. Other parameters can be adjusted, and the output generated from 
running the SEBM is useful in guiding how to change parameters. 
 
A.3.6.3 Model Tuning and Sensitivity 
 
 The parameters file allows the user to explore many different hypotheses on glacier mass 
balance, and the values in the file are changed depending on the research objectives. The SEBM 
is “tuned” to the study area (i.e., simulations reflect the mass balance and extent of glaciers in the 
region for the period of study) by using the meteorological data available and then making 
necessary adjustments with the parameters file. If mass balance data is available for the study 
area, output from the SEBM can be compared to observations and measurements for present-day 
glaciers. If no mass balance data is available, the parameters in the SEBM can be optimized 
through other means, such as comparing output to data from neighboring glaciers, or by 
comparing glaciers generated by the SEBM and dynamics models to satellite imagery. Several 
parameters can be adjusted to impact the energy balance over a glacier, and some of these are 
listed in table A2. Paleoglaciers are simulated by forcing a change in climate, which is also 
achieved by adjusting parameters. It is not appropriate for all parameters in the param2d.txt file 




Table A2. Example of the parameters that may be used to tune the SEBM for modern glaciers, 
paleoglaciers, and to test the sensitivity of glaciers to specific climate controls. 
Parameter Plausible min. Plausible max. Paleo-tunable? 
Temperature perturbation ?? ?? Yes 
Precipitation enhancement >0 ?? Yes 
Snow temp. threshold 0°C 2°C Maybe 
a3 (albedo smearing parameter) 25 300 Maybe/No 
Max. albedo of snow 0.8 0.9 No 
Water vapor scale height 1500 m 5000 m Maybe/Yes 
Roughness length for ice 0.0001 m 0.08 m No 
Roughness length for snow 0.0001 m 0.05 m No 
Atmospheric transmissivity 0.7 0.95 Maybe 
Terrain albedo 0.1 0.3 No 






A.3.7 Running the Dynamics Model – Stand-alone 
A.3.7.1 Quick steps and commands 
1. Make sure directories are properly set up to run the ebal code within a dynamics 
directory, including the mass balance files generated from the SEBM model run, an 
Output directory, the rgm executable (dynamics model) file, a global_params_newrgm.txt 
file (parameters file), and the DEM grid. 
2. Set up the global_params_newrgm.txt file by opening it with a text editor and specifying 
the start year, end year, number of sub-year steps, and other parameters. 
a. Transient simulations: set to .TRUE., and make sure the mass balance grids are 
available for the dynamics model to call on. 
b. Steady-state simulations: set transient status to .FALSE. 
3. Run the dynamics simulation: 
a. For transient simulations, type: “./rgm global_params_newrgm.txt 
$SURFACE_DEM $BASE_DEM $_NET_BALANCE.GRD $BASE_DEM”. 
Not writing a year in before the _net_balance.grd allows the dynamics model to 




b. For steady-state simulations, type: “./rgm global_params_newrgm.txt 
$SURFACE_DEM $BASE_DEM $NET_BALANCE.GRD $BASE_DEM”. 
Specifying the exact mass balance grid will allow the model to use the same grid 
over and over, driving the model to steady state. 
 
A.3.7.2 Detailed instructions 
 The global_params_newrgm.txt needs to be set up to run a dynamics simulation, and an 
example is shown in table A3. The main parameters that need to be set are the start year, end 
year, number of sub-year steps, the Hindmarsh super-implicit parameter the start year for a 
transient simulation, transient simulation status, and the bounds for grid cells in the DEM. The 
dynamics can be used for transient simulations, where multiple mass balance files are called on 
to produce ice extent, and for steady-state simulations, where only one mass balance file is used 
to generate an ice extent. Depending on the size of the domain, it may take several hundred years 
for steady-state to be reached. The dynamics model will run from the start year to the end year, 
as specified in the parameters file. The progress of the model can be tracked using the output that 
is printed to the screen as the simulation runs. This output is also saved in the RGM_output.log. 
If you are modeling a steady-state run and the run ends prior to the ice reaching steady state (as 
indicated by the change in ice volume and area printed with each time step), a simulation can 
start where the first one left off. To do this, change the start year in the parameters file to the next 
year you want simulated, and change the end year to when you want the simulation to run until. 
Then, start the model run with the same command, but replace the surface DEM with the most 
recent ice surface generated by the dynamics model. 
This model is still evolving, and not all of its functions work properly. Although it has the 
capability of switching between implicit and explicit solving, the explicit solver does not always 
work. The Hindmarsh parameter is used to regulate this. A larger number (between 1.50 and 
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2.50) more heavily weights the dynamics solving towards the implicit mode, and keeps the 
model from crashing. Until these bugs can be worked out, it is recommended that the Hindmarsh 
coefficient be used to keep the rgm in implicit mode.  
 
Table A3. Example of parameter settings for the Jarosch et al. (2013) ice dynamics model. 
Descriptions containing “IGNORE” indicate settings that are not typically adjusted. 
Parameter Value Parameter Description 
0 Start year 
150 End year 
1.0e-15 Glen’s Flow Law coefficient, A (Pa-nyr-1) 





10 Number of sub-year steps ( 10 gives dt=0.1 yr) 
2.5000 Hindmarsh super-implicit parameter 
0.125 Diffusion stability parameter for explicit solver  
-0.0065 Lapse rate IGNORE 
2 Verbosity levels: 0, 1, 2, 3… IGNORE 
1963 Start year of the transient simulation 
0 Set benchmark to 1 if you want to run the Bueler C test IGNORE 
.TRUE. Transient status 
.FALSE. 
Accum status -- set true if using the accumulation function to 





10 nx_skirt (for explicit patches) IGNORE 
10 ny_skirt (for explicit patches) IGNORE 
5 nx_pad (edge padding for explicit patches) IGNORE 






A.3.8 Running, Viewing, and Processing With R 
 Several tools have been developed using R to help process and visualize model output. 
These tools can be found in the drive_analyze_ebal_dynamics.r. This file has been updated many 
times as new scripts are built as model output is generated. You will undoubtedly develop new R 
tools, and modify the existing functions. For example, the ebal and dynamics directories need to 
be personalized to reflect your directory structure. However, the suite of functions that is already 
written will allow you to set up input files for SEBM runs, drive dynamics runs from the R 
console, and process output from both the SEBM and dynamics models. There are too many 
functions to individually describe here, and you are encouraged to explore these functions on 
your own and add to them, as your research requires. The R functions developed are meant to 
make running simulations, viewing results, and processing output easier, but this suite of tools 
will not meet all of your needs. Several tools require files that you will need to create (such as 
“stake locations” which are monitoring points digitized in your modeling domain).  
 There are a few functions that can be used to set up files for the SEBM runs, such as the 
make_mask_from_grassmask function, which converts a mask generated in GRASS GIS to a 
format that can be used as an input in the SEBM. There are a couple of functions that plot output 
(e.g. niceplot_massbalance and niceplot_icethick). There are also functions that specifically 
process SEBM output. The monthly_average_ebal_components function will take verbose 
SEBM output and give a monthly average of an energy component over the glacier. The 
loop_ebal_months function will repeat this process for all of the months and all of the energy 
components, and put them into a summary table. This is especially useful during the modeling 
tuning step. There are additional functions that manipulate SEBM output in preparation for 
dynamics runs. For example, neggify_massbalance_for_dynamics and neggify_all_years_ 
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massbalance are used to make mass balance outside of the glacier domain extremely negative, so 
that ice will not extent past the domain that you are interested in modeling. The average_emb_ 
output function allows mass balance grids produced from different years to be averaged, to 
create a representative mass balance grid to use in dynamics simulations. 
 Currently, only the steady state dynamics runs are set up to run in R. The benefit of using 
the R console, rather than unix command line, is the visualization of the glacier that is built into 
the R function. This enables viewing of glacier growth as the simulation progresses. 
Additionally, this code determines when the glacier has reached steady state, and will terminate 
the simulation if steady state is achieved before the designated end year. To drive a steady state 
dynamics run using R, use the “drive_ebal_dynamics” function, which calls on the DEM and 




SIMULATED EXTENTS USED IN PALEOCLIMATE SOLUTIONS 
 
 
Figure B1. Image of the Yanama LIA ice extents used to develop the solution curve (base image 
from Google Earth). 
 
Figure B2. Image of the Tucarhuay LIA ice extents used to develop the solution curve (base 





Figure B3. Image of the Rio Blanco LIA ice extents used to develop the solution curve (base 
image from Google Earth).  
 
 
Figure B4. Image of Yanama LIA extents that match moraines along the valley sides (marked in 




Figure B5. Image of the Tucarhuay Neoglacial ice extents used to develop the solution curve 





Figure B6. Image of the Yanama early Holocene ice extents used to develop the solution curve 




Figure B7. Image of Rio Blanco early Holocene ice extents used to develop the solution curve 




Figure B8. Image of the Yanama Late Glacial ice extents used to develop the solution curve 




GLACIER MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITIES 
Table C1. Modern mass balance sensitivities for all three valleys. Mass balance sensitivity was 
calculated by averaging the mass balance from the steady state ice used to spin up the modern 
run over the steady state ice extent. Changes in temperature and precipitation were applied to 
generate new mass balance grids, which were averaged over the original steady state ice extent. 
The mass balances and changes in mass balance are shown below. 
MODERN GLACIER MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITY 
Glacier 




(m.w.e.) Variable Amount 
Yanama modern steady state 0 0.18 0.00 
temperature +0.5 -0.84 -1.02 
temperature -0.5 0.83 0.65 
precipitation +0.5 0.93 0.75 
precipitation -0.5 -0.98 -1.17 
Tucarhuay modern steady state 0 0.00 0.00 
temperature +0.5 -0.83 -0.83 
temperature -0.5 0.50 0.50 
precipitation +0.5 0.57 0.57 
precipitation -0.5 -0.91 -0.91 
Rio Blanco modern steady state 0 0.27 0.00 
temperature +0.5 -0.52 -0.79 
temperature -0.5 0.81 0.54 
precipitation +0.5 1.02 0.75 






Table C2. Mass balance sensitivity of Yanama LIA glacier to changes in temperature and 
precipitation. Mass balance sensitivity was calculated by first selecting a simulation that 
represented the average ice extent of the solutions. The differences between the new mass 
balances and the original mass balance over the average extent are listed below. Red entries 
indicate a departure in mass balance from expected results based on the applied forcing. 











LIA median steady state 0   0.15 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.33 -0.48 
-0.5 0.50 0.35 0.20 
+0.5 0.75 -0.48 -0.63 
-0.5 0.75 0.48 0.33 
+0.5 1.00 -0.55 -0.70 
-0.5 1.00 0.62 0.47 
+0.5 2.00 -1.29 -1.44 
-0.5 2.00 1.08 0.93 
+0.5 5.00 -3.54 -3.69 
-0.5 5.00 0.97 0.82 
Precipitation 
+1 0 -2.31 -2.46 
-1 0 -3.50 -3.65 
+1 -1 -0.16 -0.31 
-1 -1 -2.01 -2.16 
+0.75 -2 0.98 0.83 
-0.75 -2 -1.20 -1.34 
+0.75 -3 1.40 1.25 
-0.75 -3 -1.46 -1.61 
+0.5 -4 1.00 0.85 





Table C3. Mass balance sensitivity of Tucarhuay LIA glacier to changes in temperature and 
precipitation. Mass balance sensitivity was calculated following the same methodology as was 
used for Yanama LIA mass balance sensitivity.  











LIA median steady state 0   0.17 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.36 -0.53 
-0.5 0.50 0.37 0.20 
+0.5 0.75 -0.50 -0.68 
-0.5 0.75 0.48 0.31 
+0.5 1.00 -0.60 -0.77 
-0.5 1.00 0.61 0.44 
+0.5 3.00 -1.17 -1.34 
-0.5 3.00 1.47 1.30 
+0.5 5.00 -1.72 -1.89 
-0.5 5.00 2.00 1.83 
Precipitation 
+2 0 0.21 0.04 
-2 0 -1.77 -1.94 
+1.5 -1 1.11 0.94 
-1.5 -1 -1.23 -1.40 
+0.5 -3 0.95 0.78 
-0.5 -3 -0.52 -0.69 
+0.25 -5 0.55 0.38 
-0.25 -5 -0.50 -0.67 
+0.1 -6 0.29 0.12 





Table C4. Mass balance sensitivity of Rio Blanco LIA glacier to changes in temperature and 
precipitation. A description of the methodology employed to test mass balance sensitivity can be 
found in the caption for table C2 and in the main text. 











LIA median steady state 0   0.12 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.51 -0.63 
-0.5 0.50 0.37 0.26 
+0.5 0.75 -0.64 -0.76 
-0.5 0.75 0.54 0.42 
+0.5 1.00 -0.67 -0.78 
-0.5 1.00 0.71 0.59 
+0.5 2.00 -1.04 -1.16 
-0.5 2.00 1.41 1.30 
+0.5 5.00 -2.14 -2.25 
-0.5 5.00 2.40 2.28 
Precipitation 
+2 0 1.30 1.18 
+2 0 -0.86 -0.98 
+1.5 -1 1.10 0.99 
-1.5 -1 -1.33 -1.45 
+0.5 -2 0.98 0.86 
-0.5 -2 -0.30 -0.42 
+0.25 -3 0.77 0.66 
-0.25 -3 -0.14 -0.26 
+0.1 -4 0.29 0.18 





Table C5. Mass balance sensitivity of the Tucarhuay Neoglacial glacier to changes in 
temperature and precipitation. The mass balance sensitivity was tested in the same manner as 
described originally for the Yanama LIA mass balance sensitivity experiments. 
TUCARHUAY NEOGLACIAL GLACIER MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITY 
Applied Change Constant 
from 
Solution 
Mass Balance Over 
Glacier (m.w.e.) 
ΔMass Balance 
(m.w.e.) Variable Amount 
NG median steady state 0   0.10 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.34 -0.44 
-0.5 0.50 0.39 0.29 
+0.5 0.75 -0.50 -0.60 
-0.5 0.75 0.49 0.38 
+0.5 1.00 -0.63 -0.73 
-0.5 1.00 0.60 0.49 
+0.5 3.00 -1.34 -1.45 
-0.5 3.00 1.29 1.19 
+0.5 8.00 -2.70 -2.80 
-0.5 8.00 2.06 1.96 
Precipitation 
+1 -1 0.22 0.11 
-1 -1 -1.25 -1.35 
+0.75 -2 0.70 0.60 
-0.75 -2 -0.83 -0.94 
+0.5 -3 0.77 0.67 
-0.5 -3 -0.60 -0.71 
+0.25 -4 0.51 0.40 
-0.25 -4 -0.36 -0.46 
+0.1 -5 0.26 0.16 





Table C6. Mass balance sensitivity of the Yanama Early Holocene glacier to changes in 
temperature and precipitation. Testing methodology remained consistent for all mass balance 
sensitivity experiments. The numbers in red indicate a departure from the expected mass balance 
values. The two experiments show a decrease in average glacier mass when an increase was 
expected due to the heightened precipitation. The reason for this is because of a change in glacier 
shape. Although the glacier grew in response to an increase in precipitation, because the glacier 
shapes were different in other areas of the valley, the change in mass balance does not reflect the 
increase in ice extent. 
YANAMA EARLY HOLOCENE GLACIER MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITY 







(m.w.e.) Variable Amount 
EH median steady state 0   0.05 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.25 -0.31 
-0.5 0.50 0.39 0.34 
+0.5 0.75 -0.48 -0.53 
-0.5 0.75 0.44 0.38 
+0.5 1.00 -0.66 -0.71 
-0.5 1.00 0.48 0.43 
+0.5 2.00 -1.25 -1.30 
-0.5 2.00 0.67 0.61 
+0.5 5.00 -3.29 -3.35 
-0.5 5.00 0.74 0.69 
Precipitation 
+1 -1 -2.23 -2.29 
-1 -1 -3.61 -3.66 
+1 -2 -0.24 -0.29 
-1 -2 -2.25 -2.30 
+0.75 -3 0.60 0.55 
-0.75 -3 -1.45 -1.50 
+0.75 -4 1.03 0.98 
-0.75 -4 -1.48 -1.53 
+0.1 -6 0.29 0.24 





Table C7. Mass balance sensitivity of the Rio Blanco Early Holocene glacier to changes in 
temperature and precipitation. Experimental methods for mass balance sensitivity experiments 
are described in the caption for table C2. The numbers in red indicate a departure from the 
expected mass balance values. Rather than decreasing, average mass balance over the glacier 
increased when precipitation was reduced. This is because of the changes in glacier shape. While 
the glacier extent for this particular experiment did shrink, the overall area did not respond 
linearly, and therefore the mass balance averaged over the original ice extent was more positive. 
This indicates some limitations when glacier response is examined only one-dimensionally (i.e. 
only reconstructing glacier length, rather than area or volume). 
RIO BLANCO EARLY HOLOCENE GLACIER MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITY 







(m.w.e.) Variable Amount 
EH median steady state 0   0.17 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.15 -0.32 
-0.5 0.50 0.40 0.23 
+0.5 0.75 -0.20 -0.37 
-0.5 0.75 0.54 0.37 
+0.5 1.00 -0.24 -0.41 
-0.5 1.00 0.70 0.53 
+0.5 2.00 -0.29 -0.46 
-0.5 2.00 1.31 1.14 
+0.5 8.00 -2.52 -2.69 
-0.5 8.00 2.87 2.70 
Precipitation 
+2 -1 1.09 0.92 
-2 -1 -1.79 -1.96 
+0.75 -2 1.43 1.26 
-0.75 -2 -0.13 -0.30 
+0.5 -3 1.56 1.39 
-0.5 -3 0.18 0.01 
+0.25 -4 0.91 0.74 
-0.25 -4 0.10 -0.07 
+0.1 -5 0.43 0.26 





Table C8. Mass balance sensitivity of the Yanama Late Glacial glacier to changes in temperature 
and precipitation. Experimental methods for mass balance sensitivity experiments are described 
in the Yanama LIA mass balance sensitivity table. Once again, red values indicate a change in 
mass balance that is in the wrong direction. This problem occurs with larger glaciers, where there 
is more room for changes in glacier shape. These changes in glacier shape greatly impact the 
area of ice coverage, and therefore change the area the mass balance grid is averaged over. 
YANAMA LATE GLACIAL GLACIER MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITY 
Applied Change Constant 
from 
Solution 






LG median steady state 0   0.04 0.00 
Temperature 
+0.5 0.50 -0.28 -0.32 
-0.5 0.50 0.41 0.36 
+0.5 0.75 -0.52 -0.56 
-0.5 0.75 0.45 0.41 
+0.5 1.00 -0.69 -0.74 
-0.5 1.00 0.49 0.44 
+0.5 3.00 -1.27 -1.31 
-0.5 3.00 1.01 0.97 
+0.5 10.00 -3.01 -3.05 
-0.5 10.00 2.38 2.34 
Precipitation 
+1 -1 -0.42 -0.46 
-1 -1 -1.62 -1.67 
+0.75 -2 0.52 0.47 
-0.75 -2 -0.78 -0.83 
+0.5 -4 0.63 0.59 
-0.5 -4 -0.78 -0.83 
+0.25 -6 0.44 0.39 
-0.25 -6 -0.51 -0.55 
+0.1 -7 0.31 0.27 
-0.1 -7 -0.08 -0.13 
 
 
 
